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Vision and Christomimesis in the Ruler Portrait
of the Codex Aureus of St. Emmeram
RICCARDO PIZZINA TO

University of Texas Rio Grande Valley

Abstract
The Gospel book known to scholars as the Codex Aureus of
St. Emmeram (Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm 14000)
is a lavishly decorated manuscript produced in 870 for the Car
olingian king and subsequent emperor Charles the Bald (823877). Although the manuscript has been much admired and its
art frequently reproduced, many questions remain concerning
the Codex Aureus and its miniatures, both individually and as
parts of a program. This article examines the relationship be
tween text and image in the two full-page miniatures, which rep
resent the enthroned Charles the Bald facing an image of the
twenty-four elders adoring the Lamb. It reads the illuminations
as a diptych by looking at the writings of John Scotus, known as
Eriugena (ca. 810-ca. 877), the poet, philosopher, and master of
the school to whom the Codex Aureus's captions have been at
tributed. By assimilating the king to Christ, the Word madeflesh,
the two-page opening captures the king's imperial aspiration and
related expectations for salvation. The miniatures not only com
pose a statement of ruler theology but also introduce Charles the
Bald, who was the principal viewer of the manuscript, to a process
of spiritual ascension through intellectual contemplation. This
process was designed to elevate the king's mind above the tempo
ral world in order to accomplish a mystical union with God,
a theosis.

ew early medieval manuscripts and patrons have
been so admired and celebrated as the Codex
Aureus of St. Emmeram (Munich, Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Clm 14000) and Charles the
Bald. The art historian Georg Leidinger, editor of the manu
script's facsimile, wrote, "If it is possible that one man, simply
through the command he gives another, can become immortal,
then Charles the Bald, with his command to make the Codex
Aureus, acquired eternity for himsel£" 1 The epithet codex au
reus (golden book), often applied to medieval manuscripts, is
not a misnomer in the case of the Munich Gospel book. The
book is still protected in its original sumptuous front cover, a
perfectly preserved work of repousse gold reliefs and gems in
elaborate mounts.2 The Gospels are entirely lettered in golden
uncials, and each of its pages is exquisitely decorated with gilded
frames and saturated colors. In addition to a complete set of
canon tables, the manuscript contains a series of nonnarrative
miniatures and frontispieces that are explained by poetry verses.
Completed in 870, the Codex Aureus was produced at the order
of Charles the Bald, king of West Francia from 840 to 877 and
Roman emperor from 875 to 877. It was written and illumi
nated by two priests, brothers named Liuthard and Beringar,
in Charles's so-called court school, a northern French scripto-

This article derives from my doctoral dissertation, written under the guidance of Herbert L. Kessler. I warmly thank him, Paul E. Dutton,
and William Noel for their invaluable comments. I am grateful to Friederike Bri.ihofener, Erica Buchberger, and Jose Rodriguez for their
feedback and support during the writing process. I also wish to thank the editors of Gesta, Adam S. Cohen and Linda Safran, and the anon
ymous reviewers for their insightful observations and suggestions.
1. "Wenn etwas geschehen kann, <lass ein Mensch <lurch den blossen Auftrag, den er einem andern erteilt, unsterblich wird, so hat Karl
der Kahle mit seinem Auftrag zur Schopfung des 'Codex Aureus' sich Ewigkeit erworben." Quoted in Gustav Keilig, "Fachtechnisches vom
kostbarsten Bucheinbande der Welt," Allgemeiner Anzeiger fur Buchbindereien 66 (1953): 187-89, at 187; and in William J. Diebold, "The
Artistic Patronage of Charles the Bald" (PhD diss., Johns Hopkins University, 1990), 2.
2. Four New Testament scenes, portraits of the four evangelists, and an imposing relief of Christ in Majesty, which is the center of a jeweled
cross, decorate the cover. On this cover, see 0. K. Werckmeister, Der Deckel des Codex Aureus van St. Emmeram, eine Goldschmiedewerk des 9.
Jahrhunderts (Baden- Baden: Heitz, 1963); and David Ganz, Buch-Gewander: Prachteinbande im Mittelalter (Berlin: Reimer, 2015), 159-91. An
image of the manuscript's front cover is available online through the Digital Collections of the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, http://daten.digitale
-sammlungen.de/-db/0009/bsb00096095/images/index.html.
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rium that is probably to be identified with the monastery of
Saint-Medard at Soissons.3
Although the manuscript has been the subject of art histor
ical inquiry since the eighteenth century, many questions re
main about the Codex Aureus and its miniatures, both individ
ually and as parts of a program. Scholars have often focused on
the iconography of the illuminations and their pictorial sources,
but they have rarely investigated the connection between im
ages and text.4 In the critical edition of the verses in the Codex
Aureus, Paul Dutton and Edouard Jeauneau demonstrate the
close relationship between the manuscript's tituli (captions) and
the poem "Aulae siderae," written by John Scotus, known as
Eriugena (ca. 810-ca. 877), the poet, philosopher, and master
of the school at the court of Charles the Bald. The two scholars

3. The manuscript's colophon (fol. 126v) reports the date of comple
tion and the scribes' names: "Bis quadringenti uolitant et septuaginta/
Anni, quo Deus est uirgine natus homo./ Ter denis annis Karolus
regnabat et uno,/ Cum codex actus illius imperio. / .../ Sanguine
nos uno patris matrisque creati,/ Atque sacerdotis seruat uterque gra
dum. I En Beringarius, Liuthardus nomine dicti,/ Quis fuerat sudor
difficilisque nimis." (Eight-hundred and seventy years had elapsed,/
Since God as man was born of a virgin./ Thirty-one years Charles
had reigned, / When this book was made at his command./ .. ./
We two were born of the blood of one father and one mother,/ and
each of us serves the office of priest./ For us, here called by name
Beringar and Liuthard, / This toil has been too arduous.) Ludwig
Traube, ed., "Bibliothecarum et Psalteriorum Versus IV et V," in
Monumenta Germaniae Historica: Poetae Latini Aevi Carolini (Berlin:
Weidmann, 1896; repr., Berlin: Weidmann, 1964) (hereafter MGH:
PLAC), 3:254. For the identification of Charles's court school with
the scriptorium of Saint-Medard at Soissons, see Wilhelm Koehler
and Florentine Mi.itherich, Die karolingischen Miniaturen, vol. 5, Die
Hofschule Karls des Kahlen (Berlin: Deutscher Verein fur Kunstwis
senschaft, 1982) (hereafter Die Hofschule Karls des Kahlen), 175-98;
Paul Edward Dutton and Edouard Jeauneau, "The Verses of the Codex
Aureus of Saint-Emmeram," Studi medievali, ser. 3, 24, no. 1 (1983):
75-120, at 112; and William J. Diebold, "'Nos quoque morem illius
imitari cupientes': Charles the Bald's Evocation and Imitation of Char
lemagne," Archiv fur Kulturgeschichte 75, no. 2 (1993): 271-300, at 276.
4. In 1786 the learned monk and librarian of St. Emmeram, Kolo
man Sanft!, made the first major study of the manuscript: Dissertatio
in Aureum ac Pervetustum SS. Evangeliorum Codicem Ms. Monasterii
S. Emmerami Ratisbonae (Regensburg: Englerth, 1786). A five-volume
color facsimile of the Codex Aureus was published in 1921, and a vol
ume of commentary was published in 1925. Georg Leidinger, Der Co
dex Aureus der Bayerischen Staatsbibliothek in Miinchen, 6 vols. (Mu
nich: Hugo Schmidt, 1921-25). Percy Ernst Schramm and Florentine
Mi.itherich considered the manuscript in the corpus of works of art
made under Charles the Bald's patronage: Schramm and Mi.itherich,
Denkmale der deutschen Konige und Kaiser: ein Beitrag zur Herrscher
geschichte van Karl dem Grossen bis Friederich II, 728-1250 (Munich:
Prestel, 1962), 134-35. See also Koehler and Mi.itherich, Die Hofschule
Karls des Kahlen, 175-98.
146
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attribute the tituli to Eriugena and propose that the poet was
involved in the production of the manuscript's cover and the
iconography of its illuminations. 5
Since the publication of the critical edition, scholars have
debated both the attribution of the manuscript's verses to
Eriugena and the philosopher's engagement in the making
of the book. Yves Christe, accepting the conclusions of Dutton
and Jeauneau, emphasized the presence ofEriugena's thought
not only in the Codex Aureus but also in other products of
the so-called court school of Charles the Bald.6 Michael Her
ren and Nikolaus Staubach, in contrast, rejected the argument
that Eriugena participated in the book's production and con
tended that an anonymous composer excerpted the manu
script's tituli fromEriugena's "Aulae siderae."7 If one follows
this line of reasoning, the poem and the manuscript were
created close in time to 870 to commemorate the foundation
of the palace chapel of Sainte-Marie at Compiegne by Charles
the Bald. Staubach further asserted that the luxury Gospel book
was a foundation gift presented to the chapel at Easter in that
year.8 Textual evidence does not support either Herren's or
Staubach's conclusions, however, and Herren later acknowl
edged the attribution of the CodexAureus's verses to John Seo-

5. Dutton and Jeauneau, "Verses of the Codex Aureus."
6. Yves Christe, "Quelques portails romans et l'idee de theophanie
selon Jean Scot Erigene," in The Mind of Eriugena: Papers of a Collo
quium, Dublin, 14-18 July 1970, ed. John J. O'Meara and Ludwig Bieler
(Dublin: Irish University Press for Royal Irish Academy, 1973), 18289; idem, "L'emergence d'une theorie de !'image clans le prolongement
de Rm. 1, 20, du IXe au XIIe siecle en Occident," in Nicee II, 787-1987:
douze siecles d'images religieuses; actes du Colloque international Nicee II
tenu au College de France, Paris, les 2, 3, 4 octobre 1986, ed. F. Boes
pflug and N. Lossky (Paris: Cerf, 1987), 303-11; and idem, "Influences
et retentissement de !'oeuvre de Jean Scot sur !'art medieval: bilan et
perspectives," in Eriugena redivivus: zur Wirkungsgeschichte seines
Denkens im Mittelalter und im -Ubergang zur Neuzeit; Vortriige des V
internationalen Eriugena-Colloquiums, Wemer-Reimers-Stiftung Bad
Homburg, 26.-30. August 1985, ed. Werner Beierwaltes (Heidelberg:
Winter, 1987), 142-61. See also Edouard Jeauneau, "De !'art comme
mystagogie (le Jugement dernier vu par Erigene)," in De !'art comme
mystagogie: iconographie du Jugement demier et des fins demieres a
l'epoque gothique; actes du Colloque de la Fondation Hardt tenu a
Geneve du 13 au 16 fevrier 1994, ed. Yves Christe (Poitiers: Centre
d'Etudes Superieures de Civilisation Medievale, 1996), 1-8, at 5-6.
7. Michael W. Herren, "Eriugena's 'Aulae Siderae,' the 'Codex Au
reus,' and the Palatine Church of St. Mary at Compiegne," Studi
medievali, ser. 3, 28, no. 2 (1987): 593-608; and Nikolaus Staubach,
Rex Christianus: Hofkultur und Herrschaftspropaganda im Reich Karls
des Kahlen (Cologne: Bohlau, 1993), 261-81. See also Jeanne-Marie
Musto, "John Scottus Eriugena and the Upper Cover of the Lindau
Gospels," Gesta 40, no. 1 (2001): 1-18, at 1.
8. Staubach, Rex Christianus, 279-81.
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tus and included them in his edition of Eriugena's Carmina. 9
Moreover, the thesis that "Aulae siderae" predates the building,
even though it accurately describes its future appearance, is
unlikely. As May Vieillard-Troiekouroff, Christe, William Die
bold, Dutton, and Jeauneau have demonstrated, the poem
must have been written to celebrate the dedication of Charles
the Bald's new chapel at Compiegne in 877. 10 The identity of
that chapel with the building described in the poem is beyond
doubt. Both the chapel and the poem express Emperor Charles
the Bald's intention to imitate the splendor of his grandfather
Charlemagne's palatine chapel in Aachen when he made Com
piegne his permanent residence early in 876.
Building on Dutton and Jeauneau's study, this article looks
at Eriugena's writings to examine the relationship between text
and image in the two full-page miniatures of the Codex Aureus,
which depict the enthroned Charles the Bald (fol. 5v; Fig. 1) and
the twenty-four elders adoring the Lamb (fol. 6r; Fig. 2). I first
consider the illuminations as depicting two parallel worlds: the
terrestrial world, ruled by the king as vicarius Christi (vicar of
Christ), and the celestial world, governed by Christ. I then an
alyze the two miniatures as a diptych and situate them in the
historical moment in which the manuscript was conceived.
This reading of the two-page opening, which stands as the vi
sual gateway to the Gospels, demonstrates Eriugena's involve
ment in the book's production and helps elucidate its purpose.
The iconography portrays the king in a Christlike fashion, and
the two halves of the opening conflate Charles's imperial aspi
ration with related expectations for salvation. This idea is struc
tured around Carolingian imperial ideology, which held that
the emperor is an image or type of Christ ruling over an empire
that reflects the kingdom of heaven. By assimilating Charles
the Bald to Christ, the diptych portrays the ruler both in an im
perial perspective and in a process of theosis (deification) that
is, as Eriugena notes, a contemplative ascent toward the vision
of God. 11
9. Michael W. Herren, ed. and trans., Iohannis Scotti Erivgenae
"Cannina" (Dublin: School of Celtic Studies, Dublin Institute for Ad
vanced Studies, 1993) ( hereafter Herren, Eriugenae Carmina, 12833.
10. May Vieillard-Troiekouroff, "La chapelle du palais de Charles
le Chauve a Compiegne," Cahiers archeologiques 21 (1971): 89-108;
Yves Christe, "Sainte-Marie de Compiegne et le temple d'Ezechiel,"
in Jean Scot Erigene et l'histoire de la philosophie, Colloque interna
tional, Laon, 7-12 juillet 1975, ed. Rene Roques ( Paris: Editions du
C.N.R.S., 1977), 477-81; Diebold, "'Nos quoque morem illius imi
tari cupientes,"' 280-81; Dutton and Jeauneau, "Verses of the Co
dex Aureus," 104; and Paul E. Dutton, "Eriugena the Royal Poet,"
in Jean Scot ecrivain: actes du IVe Colloque international, Montreal,
28 aout-2 septembre 1983, ed. G.-H. Allard (Montreal: Bellarmin,
1986), 51-80, at 65.
11. On Eriugena's concept of theosis, see Paul A. Dietrich and
Donald F. Duclow, "Virgins in Paradise: Deification and Exegesis in

The representation of Charles the Bald as a sacral, Christ
like figure is not unique to the Codex Aureus. It appears early
in the king's reign (ca. 845) in the First Bible of Charles the Bald
(Paris, Bibliotheque nationale de France [hereafter BnF], MS
lat. 1, fol. 423r; Fig. 3) and later (ca. 869) in the ruler portraits
on the so-called Throne of St. Peter (Vatican City, St. Peter's)
(Figs. 4-5) and a prayer book (ca. 846-69) now in Munich
(Schatzkammer der Residenz, fols. 38v-39r; Figs. 6-7). 12 The
composition in the prayer book, in particular, adopts a diptych
structure akin to that in the Codex Aureus. The two halves
depict Charles kneeling in front of a crucified Christ, and the
king's humble proskynesis parallels Christ's humble death on
the cross. 13 In the Codex Aureus, however, Charles appears
in imperial majesty and faces an image of Christ in the form
of the Lamb (Figs. 1-2). The two-page opening employs late
Roman and Byzantine iconographic elements that exalt the
king as the ideal emperor of the Carolingians and assimilate
him to Charlemagne.
The top and the bottom of the ruler portrait in the Codex
Aureus terminate in rectangular panels painted in purple and
filled with a dedicatory poem written in gold (Fig. 1). The text
reads:
Here sits Charles, supported by divine grace,
Piety and the love of goodness adorn him.
Louis was just, no other king was ever juster than he
Who bore this offspring with the favor of God.
Bountiful Judith, born of noble blood, gave birth to him
When his father was giving laws to his kingdoms.
This one took his name from the name of the great
Charles

'Periphyseon V,"' in Allard, Jean Scot ecrivain, 29-49; and Deirdre
Carabine, "Five Wise Virgins: Theosis and Return in Periphyseon
V," in Johannes Scottus Eriugena: The Bible and Hermeneutics; Pro
ceedings of the Ninth International Colloquium of the Society for the
Promotion of Eriugenian Studies, Held at Leuven and Louvain-la
Neuve, June 7-10, 1995, ed. Gerd Van Riel, Carlos Steel, and James

McEvoy (Leuven: University Press, 1996), 195-207.
12. Robert Deshman, "The Exalted Servant: The Ruler Theology of
the Prayerbook of Charles the Bald," Viator 11 (1980): 385-432, at
402-3; idem, "Antiquity and Empire in the Throne of Charles the
Bald," repr. in Eye and Mind: Collected Essays in Anglo-Saxon and
Early Medieval Art, ed. Adam S. Cohen (Kalamazoo: Medieval Insti
tute Publications, Western Michigan University, 2010), 182-91; Die
bold, "'Nos quoque morem illius imitari cupientes,"' 273-75; Paul
Edward Dutton and Herbert L. Kessler, The Poetry and Paintings of
the First Bible of Charles the Bald (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 1997), 84-85, 98-99; and Herbert L. Kessler, "A Sanctifying Ser
pent: Crucifix as Cure," in Studies on Medieval Empathies, ed. Karl F.
Morrison and Rudolph M. Bell (Turnhout: Brepols, 2013), 161-85.
13. Deshman, "Exalted Servant," 402-3.
Codex Aureus of St. Emmeram v-.
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Figure 1. Ruler portrait of Charles the Bald, fol. 5v, Codex Aureus of St. Emmeram, 870, Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm 14000
(photo: Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich).
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Figure 2. Twenty-four elders adoring the Lamb, fol. 6r, Codex Aureus of St. Emmeram, 870, Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek,
Clm 14000 (photo: Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich).
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The scene in the middle of the page is arranged according
to rules of visual hierarchy intended to show Charles's supe
rior status as the Carolingian ruler. The king is the dominant
figure in the composition. He sits on a jeweled throne elevated
high up beneath the baldachin canopy, whereas all the other
figures stand, and he rests his feet on a podium of variegated
stone. 16 He is placed on the central vertical axis of the minia
ture, an axis emphasized by the symmetrical disposition of the
armed guards, the two personifications presenting cornuco
pias, and the two angels that flank the baldachin dome.
Charles dons lavish regalia: a jeweled golden crown with
projecting ornaments and a blue tunic covered with stars and
decorated at the edges with a jeweled border. A purple chlamys
streaked with gold and likewise decorated with jewels is fixed
at his right shoulder with a golden fibula. Charles's shoes are
golden, and his red stockings are laced with gold. He gestures
with his right hand, which is marked at the wrist with an ar
milla.17 His pose, costume, and regalia accord with those of
the king in the ruler portrait that opens the San Paolo Bible of
about 869 (Rome, Abbazia di San Paolo fuori le mura, fol. lr;
Fig. 8). This suggests that the two miniatures derive from a
common lost model produced by the scriptorium of St. Mar
tin's abbey at Tours. 18 The Codex Aureus illuminators, how-

Figure 3. Ruler portrait of Charles the Bald, fol. 423r, First Bible
of Charles the Bald, ca. 845, Paris, Bibliotheque nationale de
France, MS lat. 1 (photo: Bibliotheque nationale de France, Paris).
See the electronic edition of Gesta for a color version of this image.
Holding the name and the epithet as his scepters. 14
This David glitters with the variegated lineage of a king
And he possesses the Solomonic laws of instruction.
This book shines forth through the command and the gold
of him
Who built many good things through the favor of God. 15
14. "Hie residet Karolus diuino munere fultus, / Ornat quern pietas
et bonitatis amor. / Hludouuic iustus erat, quo rex non iustior alter, I
Qui genuit prolem hanc tribuente Deo. / Alma uiro peperit Iudith de
sanguine claro, / Cum genitor regnis iura dabat propriis. / Hie nomen
magni Karoli de nomine sumpsit, / Nomen et indicium sceptra tenendo
sua." Michael Herren's edition of Eriugena's Carmina (Eriugenae
Carmina, 128, esp. 160, app. 10.10) interprets the word nomen as nu
men. In the illumination, the verse clearly reads nomen and implies a
symbolic meaning based on the analogy of names between Charles
the Bald and his grandfather Charlemagne. For a precise orthographic
transcription and critical edition of the verses, I refer to Dutton and
Jeauneau, "Verses of the Codex Aureus," 91-92. See also Diebold,
"'Nos quoque morem illius imitari cupientes,'" 289, esp. n62.
15. "Hie Dauid uario fulgescit stemmate regis / Atque Salomonica
iura docentis habet. / Istius imperio hie codex resplendet et auro, /
150
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Qui bona construxit multa fauente Deo." Dutton and Jeauneau,
"Verses of the Codex Aureus," 92. The use of the demonstrative pro
noun Hie refers directly to Charles the Bald and increases the immedi
acy of text and image. The demonstrative pronoun could be translated
either as the adverb "here" or as the demonstrative pronoun "this." In
both cases, it immediately evokes the association Charles the Bald
David and Charles the Bald-Solomon. The expression stemmate regis
refers to Charles's royal ancestry. For its use in Eriugena, see Dutton,
"Eriugena the Royal Poet," 71-72.
16. This is probably a reflection of the Roman and Byzantine im
perial practice of having the emperor, when in public, stand on pur
ple or porphyry. William J. Diebold, "The Ruler Portrait of Charles
the Bald in the S. Paolo Bible," Art Bulletin 76, no. 1 (1994): 6-18, at
7n5.
17. The armilla, a jeweled bracelet, was part of the insignia of
rulership in the Carolingian period that made its first appearance
in the ruler portrait of Charles the Bald in the San Paolo Bible.
Ibid., 8n8.
18. Joachim E. Gaehde first noticed these similarities between the
two manuscripts and then argued that Charles's portrait and the Sol
omon miniature in the San Paolo Bible served as models for the Codex
Aureus's illumination. Gaehde, "The Bible of San Paolo fuori le mura
in Rome: Its Date and Its Relation to Charles the Bald," Gesta 5, no. 1
(1966): 9-21; and idem, "The Pictorial Sources of the Illustrations to
the Books of Kings, Proverbs, Judith and Maccabees in the Carolin
gian Bible of San Paolo Fuori Le Mura in Rome," Friihmittelalterliche
Studien 9 (1975): 359-89. Herbert Kessler challenged Gaehde's con
clusion and demonstrated that the features common to the two ruler
portraits probably derive from the use of a single Touronian Bible as a
model. Kessler, The Illustrated Bibles from Tours (Princeton: Prince
ton University Press, 1977), 135-38.
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Figure 4. Throne of St. Peter, ca. 869, general view, St. Peter's, Vatican City (photo: Bridgeman Images).

ever, did not portray the king under a triangular pediment
( or fastigium) symbolic of royal authority, as in the San Paolo
Bible, but under a golden baldachin that isolates and frames the
five figures in the composition, creating a clear and structured
relationship among them.
The baldachin is a symbol ofimperial authority, and its can
opy symbolizes the dome of heaven. 19 In Carolingian manu-

script illumination, comparable architecture serves as a marker
of sacred space above Solomon and other Old Testament kings
throughout the San Paolo Bible (fol. 188v; Fig. 9).20 In the Co
dex Aureus, this depicted architecture creates a boundary be
tween heaven and earth, a horizontal space occupied by the
king's secular realm and intermediate between the terrestrial
and the divine (Fig. 1). The veil-like curtain behind Charles's

19. For the motif of the fastigium, see E. Baldwin Smith, Architec
tural Symbolism of Imperial Rome and the Middle Ages (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1956), 160; and Ildar H. Garipzanov,
"Fastigium as an Element of the Carolingian Image of Authority:
The Transformation of the Roman Imperial Symbol in the Early Mid
dle Ages," Majestas IO (2003): 5-26.

20. Joachim E. Gaehde, "Le fonti Turonesi," in Commentario
storico, paleografico, artistico, critico della Bibbia di San Paolo fuori
le mura (Codex membranaceus saeculi IX), ed. Girolamo Arnaldi
et al. (Rome: Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato, Libreria dello
Stato, 1993), 281-98.
Codex Aureus of St. Emmeram v-.
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Figure 5. Charles the Bald with angels and fighting groups, ca. 869, detail of the ivories of the fastigium, Throne of St. Peter, St. Peter's,
Vatican City (photo: Bridgeman Images). See the electronic edition of Gesta for a color version of this image.

head separates the hand of God at the apex of the baldachin
from the king. It is a variation on the cortina motif, a late
Roman symbol of imperial triumph and dignity.21 The veil
symbolizes heaven, and it distinctly denotes the passage from
a celestial space, where the deity resides, to an earthly space,
where Charles sits. Raised up to the threshold of heaven, Charles
is thus portrayed as God's vicar on earth.
Personifications of provinces paying homage to a ruler ap
pear for the first time in Western art in the Codex Aureus.22
Verses inscribed in the frame of the miniature identify them
as celebrating the king. The left caption reads, "Grateful Fran
cia bears gifts to you, 0 distinguished king," and the right
one says, "Gotia equally begins to honor you with lofty king
doms."23 The iconographic composition of Francia and Gotia
flanking Charles and offering the king cornucopias with draped

21. For the symbolism of the veil, see Dutton and Kessler, Poetry
and Paintings, 71.
22. Their iconography probably derives from the Notitia digni
tatum, a late Roman manuscript available to Carolingian illuminators.
Konrad Hoffmann, "Das Herrscherbild im 'Evangeliar Ottos III' (elm
4453)," Friihmittelalterliche Studien 7 (1973): 324-41, at 338; and
Pamela C. Berger, The Insignia of the Notitia Dignitatum (New York:
Garland, 1981), 38-39.
23. "Francia grata tibi, rex indite, munera defert" and "Gotia te
pariter cum regnis inchoat altis." Dutton and Jeauneau, "Verses of
the Codex Aureus," 91. Gotia refers to the march of Septimania, one
of the territories that composed Charles's kingdom. It was governed
by Bernard Hairypaws (841-886), who returned to the king's good
graces and was confirmed in his honors in 869. Janet L. Nelson,
Charles the Bald (London: Longman, 1992), 232-33.
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hands is a version of the aurum coronarium, an exaltation of
the king's sovereignty across different kingdoms of the Frank
ish empire.24
The hand of God, the angels with staffs, and the soldiers
flanking Charles are motifs familiar from other depictions of
the king. They appear in the First Bible of Charles the Bald
(Fig. 3), the San Paolo Bible (Fig. 8), and the carved ivories
of the Throne of St. Peter (Fig. 5); they all protect the king in
different ways. The miniature in the Codex Aureus is the only
image that combines all three of these elements and exploits
them fully. The angels and soldiers represent the divine and
earthly guardians who work together to protect the Christian
king. Similar concepts of protection are also found in the San
Paolo Bible and the Throne of St. Peter, both contemporary
with the Codex Aureus, which suggests that this imagery is a
development of the last part of Charles's reign.25 In the Codex
Aureus, this idea is also expressed in words. Above the soldier
at the left, who carries a sword belt, and the one at the right,
with a spear and shield, is written, "May the arms of Christ, firm
through a lifetime, favor you for eternity, / And may his shield
always defend you from the enemy" (Fig. I ).26 The captions

24. Theodor Klauser, "Aurum coronarium," Mitteilungen des
Deutschen archiiologischen Instituts, Romische Abteilung 59 (1944):
129-53; and Staubach, Rex Christianus, 263.
25. Diebold, "Ruler Portrait," 9.
26. "Arma tibi faueant Christi stabilita per aeuum, I Muniat et
clipeus semper ab hoste suus." Dutton and Jeauneau, "Verses of the
Codex Aureus," 92. Translation adapted from Herren, Eriugenae
Carmina, 129.
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Figure 6. Ruler portrait of Charles the Bald, fol. 38v, prayer book
of Charles the Bald, ca. 846-69, Munich, Schatzkammer der
Residenz (photo: Bayerische Verwaltung der staatlichen Schlosser,
Garten und Seen, Munich). See the electronic edition of Gesta for
a color version of this image.

Figure 7. Crucifixion, fol. 39r, prayer book of Charles the Bald,
ca. 846-69, Munich, Schatzkammer der Residenz (photo: Bayerische
Verwaltung der staatlichen Schlosser, Garten und Seen, Munich).
See the electronic edition of Gesta for a color version of this image.

state that the soldiers are not simply Charles's mortal defenders,
for they hold Christ's weapons and shield. The correspondence
between human and angelic protection is also indicated in the
verses below the king's image in the San Paolo Bible (Fig. 8), but
in that miniature the concept is not expressed visually because
both guards are moved to one side of the throne to make space
for Charles's queen, destroying the effect of symmetry. This dif
ference indicates that the illuminators of the Codex Aureus
probably maintained the original symmetrical disposition of
the Touronian model in order to emphasize that Charles's right
and military authority to protect the Carolingian kingdom rests
on a militant Christ.27
Many of the texts that were produced at the court of Charles
the Bald and that address him directly express the idea that the

ruler should be the terrestrial defender of the Church and
its people.28 In the treatise On Christian Rulers, for instance,
Sedulius Scottus describes a secular ruler who "opposes himself
like a shield against all adversity in defense of God's people"
and "acts with pious sagacity to promote ecclesiastical peace
and security."29 In the Codex Aureus, the insistence on por-

27. Kessler, Illustrated Bibles from Tours, 136; and Diebold, "Ruler
Portrait," 10.

28. Diebold, "Ruler Portrait," 10-11.
29. "Ob defensionem populi Dei tamquam scutum obicit, qui se
suumque regnum divina protectione defendi exoptat. Nee cessat
augere honoribus Dei ecclesiam, qui vult suum augeri et amplificari
imperium, ac de pace et securitate pia sollertia pertractat ecclesiastica,
qui transitoriam et aeternam pacem ac securitatem desiderat obti
nere." Sedulius Scottus, De rectoribus Christianis 19, lines 30-34, in
Sedulius Scottus, ed. S. Hellmann (Munich: Beck, 1906), 84-85. En
glish trans., Edward Gerard Doyle, On Christian Rulers and The Po
ems (Binghamton, NY: Medieval & Renaissance Texts & Studies,
1983), 91-92: "[H]e opposes himself like a shield against all adversity
in defense of God's people inasmuch as he greatly desires himself and
Codex Aureus of St. Emmeram
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Figure 8. Ruler portrait of Charles the Bald, fol. 1r, San Paolo
Bible, ca. 869, Rome, Abbazia di San Paolo fuori le mura (photo:
Abbazia di San Paolo fuori le mura, Rome). See the electronic
edition of Gesta for a color version of this image.

Figure 9. Solomon, fol. 188v, San Paolo Bible, ca. 869, Rome,
Abbazia di San Paolo fuori le mura (photo: Abbazia di San Paolo
fuori le mura, Rome). See the electronic edition of Gesta for a color
version of this image.

traying Charles's divine protection can be interpreted as a re
flection of the difficult political situation that the king was fac
ing at the time the manuscript was being made. The verses
above the soldiers echo Eriugena's poem "Pax fido populo,"
which calls for Christ to bear arms and a shield to protect
Charles the Bald against the enemies that afflict his realm.30 In
the poems he offered to the king, Eriugena frequently speaks of

the great and persistent conflicts of civil wars between the king
and his half brothers, generalized disorder brought about by
criminals and disloyal subjects, and the invasion of the North
men that everywhere struck Charles's Christian kingdom. The
poet often praises Christ for helping the king's army maintain
peace and order inside the realm, since Christ had bestowed
Charles with royal authority.31
A sign of God's presence and supervision, the hand of
God also appears over the portrait of Charles in the First Bi
ble (Pig. 3). In the Codex Aureus, the motif is repeated on the
incipit page of the Gospel ofJohn, where the caption invokes

his kingdom to be defended with divine protection. He who wishes his
kingdom to be increased and extended never fails to enrich God's
church with honors, and he who wishes to enjoy peace and security,
both temporal and eternal, acts with pious sagacity to promote eccle
siastical peace and security."
30. "Armaque cum scuto prendens hunc, Christe, iuvato; / Huie
quoque barbaricas, dominator, subice gentes." Eriugena, Carmen 6,
lines 3-4, in MGH: PLAC, 3:541. "O Christ, seize arms and with a
shield go to his aid; / 0 Lord, subjugate the barbarous races to
him." Translation adapted from Herren, Eriugenae Carmina, IOI.
Paul Dutton ("Eriugena the Royal Poet," 77) expanded on this refer
ence to arms and shield in Eriugena's poetry.
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31. In the poem "Aspice praeclarum," for instance, Eriugena in
voked God to give peace to his king: "Da nostro Karolo pacem, qui
sceptra dedisti, / Atque suus pereat hostis ubique ferox." Eriugena,
Carmen 2, lines 61-62, in MGH: PLAC, 3:531. "Give peace to our
Charles, you who gave him scepters, / And let his enemy, everywhere
war-like, perish." For this translation, see Dutton, "Eriugena the Royal
Poet," 77.
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the special protection bestowed by God on Charles (fol. 97v;
Fig. 10).32 In the Codex Aureus image (Fig. 1), the divine
support granted to Charles is visually indicated by the hand's
downward position directly above the king's head and ver
bally strengthened by the panegyric written in the illumina
tion's upper text panel. These verses affirm that the king is
supported by divine grace and that he is characterized by de
votion and love of goodness. This implies a concept of mu
tual assistance between the Christian God and the Carolingian
ruler. God bestows power on Charles and provides the king
with earthly and heavenly defenders; in return, the king dem
onstrates his devotion by being God's defender on earth. The
final verses also support this idea; they describe the king build
ing many good things through God's favor and suggest that
the manuscript itself, made with precious materials, was exe
cuted at his command. The concept that God dispenses power
over the king and the ruler, in turn, devotes himself to God de
rives from the Carolingian belief that kingship was not a priv
ilege but, rather, a duty, and that the king was the minister or
vicar of God.33
This belief, already crystallized in Charles's portrait in the
San Paolo Bible, was expounded in such Carolingian mirrors
for princes as Sedulius Scottus's On Christian Rulers,34 and
Eriugena reiterates the concept in his poems dedicated to
Charles the Bald. In "Graculus Iudaeus," for instance, the poet
declares that the wisdom of Christ established kingdoms
throughout the world, put King Charles in control, and placed
him at the command of his pious ministry on behalf of the
Christian people.35 In another poem Eriugena describes Charles
as a loyal and generous servant who shows his devotion to God
by building magnificent churches and adorning them with

32. "Dextera haec Patris mundum dicione gubernans / Protegat et
Karolum semper ab hoste suum." Dutton and Jeauneau, "Verses of
the Codex Aureus," 96. "May this right hand of the Father, governing
the world by his authority,/ Protect his Charles always from the en
emy." Translation adapted from Herren, Eriugenae Carmina, 133.
33. The Carolingians and their retinue attempted to foster their
authority by linking themselves to the long-established late Roman
imperial tradition, according to which the Christian emperor ruled
over the Christian people and had an obligation to protect and pro
mote Christian religion and liberty. On the concept of kingship as
ministerium in the Carolingian period, see Ildar H. Garipzanov, The
Sy mbolic Language of Authority in the Carolingian World (c. 751877) (Leiden: Brill, 2008), 39-43.
34. Diebold, "Ruler Portrait," 10-11.
35. "Cui tua disponens sapientia regna per orbem/ Praefecit Karo
lum regemque piumque ministrum." Eriugena, Carmen 2, lines 7-8,
in MGH: PLAC, 3:545. "For whom [the Christian people] the wis
dom of Christ, setting out kingdoms throughout the world, / [and]
put King Charles in control and placed him at the command of his pi
ous ministry." Translation adapted from Herren, Eriugenae Carmina,
97.

Figure 10. Hand of God, fol. 97v, Codex Aureus of St. Emmeram,
870, Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Clm 14000 (photo:
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich). See the electronic edition of
Gesta for a color version of this image.

golden implements.36 In the Codex Aureus, Charles is por
trayed both visually and verbally not only as supported by di
vine might against the enemies of the faith and the kingdom
but also as the legitimate and devoted ruler of the Franks, es
tablished in his authority by God.
Analysis of the verses in the illumination's lower panel fur
ther supports this interpretation, for they continue the praise
of Charles's lineage-his parents, Louis the Pious and Judith,
as well as his grandfather Charlemagne-and relate his royal
status to David and Solomon. Both the ancestry and the Old
36. In the poem "Auribus Aebraicis," Eriugena wrote: "Devotum
famulum, qui te veneratur honorat / Aedibus constructis aurea vasa
parans." Eriugena, Carmen 3, lines 69-70, in MGH: PLAC, 3:533. "He
is a loyal servant who honours and worships you,/ preparing golden
vessels for the temples he has built." Herren, Eriugenae Carmina, 71.
In the poem "Graculus Iudaeus," the king is said to adorn the relics of
St. Denis and the church itself with gold and great objects "burning
with jewels in the likeness of flames" (instar flammarum gemmis
flagrantibus, auro). Eriugena, Carmen 2, line 17, in MGH: PLAC,
3:545; and Dutton, "Eriugena the Royal Poet," 68.
Codex Aureus of St. Emmeram v-.
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Testament typology had been mentioned previously in Char
les's prayer book, his First Bible, and the San Paolo Bible,37
but the Codex Aureus combines them and intensifies the claims.
The verses stress Charles's right to power as the future emperor
and demonstrate the supremacy of his dignity as the successor
of Charlemagne.
The captions first name his father and mother and give
Charles primacy over his half brothers. He is the only son
who can claim Judith as his mother and who was born while
his father reigned as sole emperor of the Franks. Charles thus
has the charisma of one born in the purple ( porphyrogenitus).38
The concept that he is the legitimate successor in the im
perial line is further emphasized in the following verses, which
claim that in addition to having the same name as Charle
magne, the king holds the latter's epithet in the same manner
as he holds his scepters. As Diebold has demonstrated, behind
these verses stands important symbolism about the signifi
cance of names, especially the identical names of Charles the
Bald and Charlemagne. At Charles's court, poets explicitly com
pared grandfather and grandson and associated the virtues of
the former with the those of the latter. Their identical names and
close blood relationship were essential components of Charles's
intention to rule in imitation of, or as, Charlemagne.39 In the Co
dex Aureus, the construction of the poetic verses strengthens the
correspondence. Charles "has his name from the name of the
great Charles." Charles the Bald is the subject of the sentence
and thus becomes an active agent in the process of his naming.
The implication is that by having Charlemagne's name, he is
taking possession of it.40 The verses continue by saying that just
as the two share a name, Charles also shares Charlemagne's ep
ithet, "great," and his scepters, a metonym for royal power. In a
poem dedicated to Charles the Bald's wife, Ermintrude, Eriu
gena affirms that Charles is permitted to hold the many scepters
of kingdoms that his ancestors also carried; they are signs of
the simultaneous possession of multiple kingdoms and kingly
37. Charles's prayer book (fol. 6v) names his father, Louis the Pious.
William J. Diebold, "Verbal, Visual, and Cultural Literacy in Medieval
Art: Word and Image in the Psalter of Charles the Bald," Word & Im
age 8, no. 2 (1992): 89-99, at 90. In the First Bible, the verses compare
Charles with David and Solomon. Dutton and Kessler, Poetry and
Paintings, 112. For the Solomon-Charles typology in the San Paolo Bi
ble, see Diebold, "Ruler Portrait," 13.
38. For Charles the Bald's mother, Judith, see Dutton and Jeauneau,
"Verses of the Codex Aureus," 115. In the poem "Hellinas Troasque
suos," Eriugena, in a series of questions admonishing Louis the Ger
man's attitude against Charles, subtly specified that Louis descended
from a royal line similar but not identical to that of Charles. Dutton,
"Eriugena the Royal Poet," 73-74.
39. Diebold, " 'Nos quoque morem illius imitari cupientes,"' 28893.
40. Diebold (ibid., 288-91) noticed this particular construction, as
did Staubach, Rex Christianus, 264.
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functions.41 Thus the Codex Aureus verses make a logical con
nection between the symbolism of Charles's name and his
power by conjoining grandchild and grandfather.
Suddenly, however, the verses move from praising ances
tors to a typological comparison that relates Charles's royal
status to that of David and Solomon. The first verse openly
identifies Charles as David. Charles the Bald, like his grand
father before him, was often called David. During the Carolin
gian period, David represented the ideal of the humble king
who was exalted because of his selfless submission to God's
will. 42 In the Codex Aureus, this Charles-David glitters with
the lineage of a king (stemmate regis). Stemmate regis refers
to the royal line, already cited in the verses, from which Charles
the Bald descends. At Charles's court, poets often quoted and
praised the king's royal ancestry as the source of his power and
royal authority.43 Eriugena frequently addresses Charles's royal
ancestry as a blessing of the land: "O greatest Frank, in whom
royal lines shine" and "the offspring of kings whom fortunate
Francia praises." 44
Charles is also associated with Solomon, who was cele
brated in Carolingian poetry for his sapientia (wisdom) and
who became the model of the wise and just ruler, attuned to
God's will. As Sedulius wrote, wisdom allows the Christian
ruler to exercise skillful judgment and mete out the law.45 In
comparing Charles the Bald with David and Solomon, and
41. "Cui gestare licet regnorum plurima sceptra, / Quae magni
patres sustinuere sui." Eriugena, Carmen 4, lines 29-30, in MGH:
PLAC, 3:534.
42. In the First Bible the poems repeatedly address Charles the
Bald as David, and in the presentation miniature Charles is portrayed
with the same facial features and attributes as David. Dutton and
Kessler, Poetry and Paintings, 42-43. The Charles-David comparison
is also used in Charles's prayer book. Deshman, "Exalted Servant,"
402-3.
43. John M. Wallace-Hadrill, A Carolingian Renaissance Prince: The
Emperor Charles the Bald (London: British Academy, 1980), 157-60;
and Diebold, "'Nos quoque morem illius imitari cupientes,"' 290-93.
44. "Maxime Francigenum, cui regia stemmata fulgent" and "Re
gum progenies, quos auxit Francia felix, I Orbis terrarum quos alta
voce salutat." Eriugena, Carmen I, line 3, in MGH: PLAC, 3:547;
and Eriugena, Carmen I, lines 3-4, in MGH: PLAC, 3:549. Dutton,
"Eriugena the Royal Poet," 71.
45. In De rectoribus Christianis, Sedulius quoted the passage from
1 Kings 3:10-14 and wrote about the ruler: "Vota cognoscat Salemonis
aequi, / Quae volaverunt subito per aethram / Ac penetrarunt domini
Sabaoth / Aurea tecta. I Ipse percepit docilemne sensum I Mente
lustratus, sapiensne factus / Insuper regni columen gubernat / Gentis
Hebraeae?" Sedulius Scottus, De rectoribus Christianis 4, lines 5-12,
in Hellmann, Sedulius Scottus, 33. "Let him study the prayers of impar
tial Solomon, / which flew suddenly through the heavens and / pene
trated the golden palace of the/ Lord of Hosts./ Did not Solomon, en
lightened with understanding, / acquire a skillful jud gment, whereby
he wisely/ governed upon the royal summit of the/ Hebrew people?"
Doyle, On Christian Rulers, 58.
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in further emphasizing his descent from a line of kings (Char
lemagne and Louis the Pious), the verses on the Codex Aureus
page imply that Charles is the third legitimate emperor and
strengthen his role as the direct heir of law-giving Old Tes
tament kings. Accordingly, the verses do not merely name
Charles the Bald "David," like his grandfather Charlemagne,
but they also call him "Solomon," an epithet accorded his fa
ther, Louis the Pious. In fact, the captions describe Louis the
Pious as iustus (just) when he was ruling over the empire,
and therefore they attribute to him indirectly the judicial role
of the wise Solomon, exercising the same Solomonic laws of
instruction as Charles the Bald.46 This Charles-Solomon ty
pology had been adopted earlier in the San Paolo Bible, where,
in the frontispiece to Proverbs (Fig. 9), Solomon's facial traits
conform to those of Charles in the ruler portrait placed earlier
in the book (Fig. 8). 47 Moreover, the Old Testament king sits
enthroned under a golden baldachin, a marker of sacred space
and symbol of judicial authority, like that of Charles in the
Codex Aureus (Fig. 1).
On several occasions, poets at the court urged Charles the
Bald to remember that wisdom allowed Solomon to rule over
the people of Israel in perfect peace and for a long time.48 In
Eriugena's poetry, the theme of wisdom is raised to the level
of a ruler ideology. The royal poet often praises Charles as a
rex sapiens (wise king); God established him as king and gave
him an exceptional wisdom that allowed him to have insight
into divine law and thus to govern rightly over his people. The
poet believes that wisdom not only grants Charles royal splen
dor in the present world but also allows him to elevate his
mind toward the divine mystery, since he is truly both king
and theologian. 49
Represented as a new Solomon and enthroned in his sover
eign magnificence as emperor of the Carolingians, Charles the
Bald gestures and turns his gaze toward the Lamb adored by
the twenty-four elders depicted on the opposite page (Fig. 2).

The last two verses below the adoration scene mark the rela
tionship between the two facing miniatures and explicitly de
scribe Charles in the role of prayer: "And King Charles looks,
wide-eyed, / Praying that he may dwell with you for all eter
nity."50 The adoration of the elders is represented as a celestial
vision that opens before the ruler. Based on chapters four and
five of Revelation, the illumination is depicted in a great disk
of heaven. The sea of glass, described in the Vulgate as "in the
sight" of God's throne, is probably represented by the wavy
gold-and-purple band in the middle.51 It divides the vault of
heaven, rendered as a three-layer, star-studded sky edged with
clouds, from a lower heaven, identified by a large eight-pointed
sun that hovers above the parted elders. These bearded, gray
haired elders are squeezed into the hemicycle; they twist and
turn as they rise from their thrones to offer crowns to the
golden Lamb in a sign of adoration. Represented on the central
vertical axis at the top of the celestial vault, the Lamb domi
nates the composition. It has a cruciform halo and is pictured
inside a golden clipeus that rests on a green globe. Around the
golden medallion that encloses the Lamb we read: "O venera
ble Lamb, the people receive your blood / And the synagogue,
darkened by its color, recedes." 52
Outside the celestial circle, in the two lower corners, per
sonifications of Earth and Sea are pictured; the former sits
in a rocky landscape holding flowering cornucopias, and the
latter carries a water jar and an oar while sitting on a stylized
representation of water. At the bottom, golden verses written
on a purple panel describe the scene:

46. Staubach, Rex Christianus, 264.
47. D iebold, "Ruler Portrait," 13.
48. For the use of Solomon typology in the Carolingian period, see
Hans Hubert Anton, Fiirstenspiegel und Herrscherethos in der Karo
lingerzeit (Bonn: Rohrscheid, 1968), 430-33. For Charles the Bald
as Solomon, see Staubach, Rex Christianus, 265-66.
49. In "Graculus Iudaeus," Eriugena wrote, "Praefecit Karolum
regemque piumque ministrum,/ Cui lux interior donavit mentis acu
men, I Quo divina simul tractans humana gubernet/ Vere subsistens
rex atque theologus idem." Eriugena, Carmen 2, lines 8-11, in MGH:
PLAC, 3:545. "Established Charles as king and pious servant./ To him
an inner light has given the mind's sharpness/ To steer the human
state while thinking of things divine, / Being truly theologian and
king in a single self." Translation adapted from Herren, Eriugenae
Carmina, 97. For an analysis of the theme of wisdom in Eriugena's po
etry, see Dutton, "Eriugena the Royal Poet," 78-79; and Staubach, Rex
Christianus, 47-104.

50. "Et princeps Karolus uultu speculatur aperto/ Orans, ut tecum
uiuat longeuus in aeuum." Dutton and Jeauneau, "Verses of the Codex
Aureus," 93. Translation adapted from Herren, Eriugenae Carmina,
129.
51. Purple shades also appear in the depiction of water behind the
personification of the Sea.
52. "Suscipit, agne, tuum populus, uenerande, cruorem/ Et syna
goga suo fuscata colore recessit." Dutton and Jeauneau, "Verses of
the Codex Aureus," 92. Translation adapted from Herren, Eriugenae
Carmina, 129.
53. "Omnia quae praesens tellus producit alendo/ Et maris haec
facies limbo circumuenit amplo, / Agne, Deum solio temet uene
rantur in alto. / Cana caterua cluens, uatum et uenerabilis ordo, /
Coetus apostolicus sertis caelestibus instans/ Laudat, adorat, amat
deuoto pectore temet." Dutton and Jeauneau, "Verses of the Codex
Aureus," 93. Translation adapted from Herren, Eriugenae Carmina,
129.

All things, which this earth produces for nourishment
And which this figure of the sea encloses in an ample girdle,
Revere you, 0 Lamb, God in the high throne.
The apostolic assembly approaching with celestial crowns
Praise, adore, and love you with devoted hearts.53
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As Hermann Schnitzler, Hubert Schrade, Florentine Miithe
rich, Diebold, and other scholars have demonstrated, the minia
ture almost certainly uses as its iconographic model the mosaic
ceiling of the palace chapel at Aachen (Fig. 11). 54 Unfortunately,
the present mosaic is the product of a nineteenth-century resto
ration by Jean-Baptiste Bethune of Ghent (1881), and it offers
an unreliable image of the dome's original appearance.55 The
Carolingian decoration was almost entirely destroyed when
the chapel's interior was remodeled earlier in the Rococo style.
The engraving by Giovanni Giustino Ciampini (Fig. 12), often
accepted as a reliable source for the reconstruction of the mo
saic, is probably based on a later medieval restoration that re
placed the original Lamb of God with a Maiestas Domini, so it,
too, provides a faulty depiction of the original mosaic. 56
In the Codex Aureus, the use of the palace chapel mosaic
as an iconographic model has a mnemonic function and cap
tures Charles the Bald's imperial aspirations. The two halves
of the diptych recall the imperial symbolism of the ruler en
throned on the west side of the upper gallery in the Aachen
palace chapel, modeled on Solomon's throne (Fig. 13).57 The
intention was to assimilate Charles the Bald visually to his
grandfather Charlemagne, a concept already stressed by the
verses that accompany the ruler portrait. There (Fig. 1), the

54. Hermann Schnitzler, "Das Kuppelmosaik der Aachener Pfalz
kapelle," Aachener Kunstbliitter 29 (1964): 17-44; Hubert Schrade,
"Zurn Kuppelmosaik der Pfalzkapelle und zum Theoderich-Denkmal
in Aachen," Aachener Kunstbliitter 30 (1965): 25-37, at 25-28; Koehler
and Mi.itherich, Die Hofschule Karls des Kahlen, 36-37; and Diebold,
"'Nos quoque morem illius imitari cupientes,"' 276-78. See also
Dutton and Jeauneau, "Verses of the Codex Aureus," 113-14.
55. For the appearance of the Carolingian mosaic, see Luc De
vliegher, "Jean Bethune und <las Kuppelmosaik im Dom zu Aachen,"
Beitriige zur rheinischen Kunstgeschichte und Denkmalpflege 2 (1974):
279-92.
56. Schnitzler, "Das Kuppelmosaik der Aachener Pfalzkapelle," 3738; Dominique Alibert, "La majeste sacree du roi: images du souverain
carolingien," Histoire de l'art 5-6 (1989): 23-36, at 26-27; and Hans
Karl Siebigs, Der Zentralbau des Domes zu Aachen: Unerforschtes und
Ungewisses (Worms: Werner, 2004), 119-23, with full bibliography.
The authenticity of the representation of the Lamb has been ques
tioned. Some scholars argue that the current mosaic image, which rep
resents an enthroned Christ with the twenty-four elders, reproduces
the original Carolingian iconography. Anton von Euw, "Karl der
Grosse als Schi.iler Alkuins, <las Kuppelmosaik des Aachener Domes
und <las Maiestasbild in Codex C 80 der Zentralbibliothek Zi.irich,"
Zeitschrift fur schweizerische Archiiologie und Kunstgeschichte 61,
no. 1 (2004): 1-20, at 14-15; Charles B. McClendon, The Origins of
Medieval Architecture: Building in Europe, A.D. 600-900 (New Ha
ven: Yale University Press, 2005), 120; and Eliza Garrison, Ottonian
Imperial Art and Portraiture: The Artistic Patronage of Otto III and
Henry II (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2012), 80.
57. Allan Doig, Liturgy and Architecture from the Early Church to
the Middle Ages (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2008), 114.
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Figure 11. Maiestas Domini, nineteenth-century copy, interior
mosaic, palatine chapel, Aachen (photo: author). See the electronic
edition of Gesta for a color version of this image.
depicted baldachin also situates Charles in a liminal space
between heaven and earth in the same way that the gallery in
Aachen locates the king between the terrestrial space, where
the priests and laity reside, and a heavenly space, where God
dwells. Just as Charlemagne is enthroned in the palatine chapel,
Charles the Bald in the Codex Aureus is the vice-regent of the
earthly sphere, which he rules on behalf of the heavenly king. 58
At the top of the manuscript's celestial vault, the Lamb
stands on an unfurled scroll-an indication that Revelation
has been fulfilled-and his blood spurts into a gold chalice

58. Werckmeister, Der Deckel des Codex Aureus, 77; Alibert, "La
majeste sacree du roi"; and Diebold, "'Nos quoque morem illius
imitari cupientes,"' 285. On the architectural symbolism of the pala
tine chapel, see Heinrich Fichtenau, The Carolingian Empire (Oxford:
Blackwell, 1957), 54-55; Carol Heitz, Recherches sur les rapports entre
architecture et liturgie a l'epoque carolingienne (Paris: S.E.V.P.E.N.,
1963), 155-56; Nicoletta Isar, "Celica Iherusalem Carolina: Imperial
Eschatology and Light Apocalypticism in the Palatine Chapel at Aa
chen," in New Jerusalems: Hierotopy and Iconography of Sacred
Spaces, ed. Alexei Lidov (Moscow: Indrik, 2009), 313-37; and Michael
Frassetto, The Early Medieval Warid: From the Fall of Rome to the
Time of Charlemagne (Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO, 2013), 1:22.
Additional references to the Temple of Solomon also emerge in the
central plan of the palace chapel, which is potentially indebted to
the Dome of the Rock, the sacred building currently standing on
the Temple's original location. Nigel Hiscock, "The Aachen Chapel:
A Model of Salvation?," in Science in Western and Eastern Civilization
in Carolingian Times, ed. Paul Leo Butzer and Dietrich Lohrmann
(Basel: Birkhauser, 1993), 115-26; and Rachel Milstein, "King Solo
mon's Temple and Throne as Models in Islamic Visual Culture," in
Visual Constructs of Jerusalem, ed. Bianca Ki.ihnel, Galit Noga-Banai,
and Hanna Vorholt (Turnhout: Brepols, 2014), 188-94.
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Figure 12. Giovanni Giustino Ciampini, section of dome mosaic,
palatine chapel, Aachen, seventeenth century, engraving, from
Vetera Monimenta: In Quibus Praecipue Musiva Opera . . .
(Rome, 1747), 2: pl. XLI, Bibliotheca Hertziana, Dm 515-3470/2 gr
raro (photo: Bibliotheca Hertziana-Max-Planck-Institut fur
Kunstgeschichte, Rome; Creative Commons license BY-NC-SA 3.0).
See the electronic edition of Gesta for a color version of this image.

beside him (Fig. 2). The Paschal Lamb is a symbol of the cru
cified Christ and has an explicit Eucharistic significance. The
cross-nimbus and the chalice signify that Christ is the victo
rious royal martyr who had triumphed over death for all man
kind at the end of time, a position emphasized by the clipeus in
which he is inscribed, which constitutes an image within the
image. As the caption indicates, the blood is Christ's, spilled
for humankind's sins at the Crucifixion that banished the Jew
ish law and instituted the Church.
The twenty-four elders rise from their thrones and pay
tribute to the Lamb by offering golden crowns while worship
ping him as creator of all things in a Christianized iconogra
phy of the aurum coronarium. 59 They represent the twelve
prophets and twelve apostles who congregate in the Heavenly
Church, a meaning enunciated in Revelation and elaborated
by Carolingian exegesis. 60 The personifications of Earth and
Sea also pay homage to Christ: they are classical motifs of im-

perial triumph that represent Christ's transcendence over the
earthly world. 61 The Codex Aureus's illuminators certainly
knew this imperialized Christological iconography, given the
general consensus that they employed it when they painted
the two-page Maiestas Domini in the Metz Sacramentary
(BnF, MS lat. 1141, fols. 5v-6r; Figs. 14-15), which is roughly
contemporary with the Codex Aureus. 62 The personifications

59. Klauser, "Aurum coronarium."
60. E.g., Revelation 5:9. In his Commentary on Revelation, Am
brosius Autpertus wrote: "Hoc enim est, coronas ante thronum po
nere, quod est in faciem cadere et adorare. Quid itaque per coronas,
nisi triumphos victoriae debemus intelligere? Ante thronum enim
seniores coronas suas mittunt, quia videlicet electorum Ecclesia,
quicquid virtutis, quicquid fortitudinis habet, illi intra mentis suae
secretum tribuit, a quo ut vincere posset, accipit. Ipsa enim designatur
per thronum, ipsa et per seniores ante thronum." Expositio in Apo
calypsin 3, lines 5-11, in Ambrosii Autperti Opera, Corpus Christiano
rum, Continuatio Mediaevalis (hereafter CCCM) 27, ed. R. Weber
(Turnhout: Brepols, 1975), 229.

61. The book of Revelation mentions the earth and the sea, which,
along with heaven, indicate the entire world of Creation. See Revela
tion 5:13, where every living creature "in heaven and on earth and in
the sea" praises the Lamb. For the meaning of the personifications of
Earth and Sea, see Klauser, "Aurum coronarium"; and Stanley Ferber,
"Crucifixion Iconography in a Group of Carolingian Ivory Plaques,"
Art Bulletin 48, nos. 3-4 (1966): 323-34, at 327-28.
62. The Metz Sacramentary was likely made for Charles the Bald's
coronation as king of Lotharingia in 869. The manuscript was pro
duced in Charles's court school, probably by the same illuminators
who painted the Codex Aureus. On the close stylistic affinities be
tween the two manuscripts, see Florentine Mi.itherich, Sakramentar

Figure 13. Throne gallery, ca. 790-805, west side of upper gallery,
palatine chapel, Aachen (photo: author). See the electronic edition
of Gesta for a color version of this image.
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Figure 14. Celestial choir, fol. 5v, Metz Sacramentary, ca. 869,
Paris, Bibliotheque nationale de France, MS lat. 1141 (photo:
Bibliotheque nationale de France, Paris). See the electronic edition
of Gesta for a color version of this image.

Figure 15. Maiestas Domini, fol. 6r, Metz Sacramentary, ca. 869,
Paris, Bibliotheque nationale de France, MS lat. 1141 (photo:
Bibliotheque nationale de France, Paris). See the electronic edition
of Gesta for a color version of this image.

of Earth and Sea in the sacramentary are also evoked by the
text of the Sanctus that accompanies the miniature, just as
they are named in the verses below the adoration scene in
the Codex Aureus (Fig. 2); they all revere and pray to Christ
as God. The twenty-four elders and the personifications of
Earth and Sea thus represent the spiritual world of the Heav
enly Church and the material world of Creation that celebrate
the universal triumph of Christ as the Redeemer.
The iconography of the Codex Aureus image finds its im
mediate source in the writings of Eriugena, where the poet de
scribes the Crucifixion as the necessary precondition for the
final reunification of humanity with God. Christ's blood, shed
on the cross, is the chief instrument of God's fulfillment of his
will for human redemption and the universality of salvation. 63

Through Christ's sacrifice, human nature returns to the pris
tine state it had in paradise; in addition, the entire world of
Creation is brought back to its creator and all things are re
stored to their primordial nature. For Eriugena, since Christ

van Metz: Fragment; Ms. Lat. 1141, Bibliotheque nationale, Paris,
vollstiindige Faksimile-Ausgabe (Graz: Akademische Druck- und Ver
lagsanstalt, 1972), 2:28-32; Koehler and Mi.itherich, Die Hofschule
Karls des Kahlen, 169; and Deshman, "Antiquity and Empire," 185.
63. Several poems of Eriugena dedicated to Charles the Bald have a
paschal theme and discuss the redemptive efficacy of Christ's blood
shed on the cross and its Eucharistic significance. See, e.g., the poem
160
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"Auribus Aebraicis": "Sanguinis et proprii fundens libamina pura /
Mundo salvato pascha novum dedicat. / Sponte sua dominus se
mactat ipse sacerdos, I Quae patri placens hostia sola fuit, / Hostia
quae totum purgavit crimine mundum,/ Mundum quern potuit per
dere primus homo." Eriugena, Carmen 3, lines 51-56, in MGH: PLAC,
3:532. "And pouring out pure offerings of his own blood/ he offers a
new Pasch to a world that is saved./ Our Lord, a priest himself, offers
himself of his own accord; / he alone was the victim who pleased the
Father;/ The victim which cleansed the whole world of crime-/ the
very world which the first man was able to ruin." Herren, Eriugenae
Carmina, 71. On the subject of Christ's blood in Eriugena's poetry,
see Celia Chazelle, The Crucified God in the Carolingian Era: Theology
and Art of Christ's Passion (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2001), 132-65; and Richard Hawtree, "Christ on the Cross in Eriu
gena's Carmina for Charles the Bald," in Envisioning Christ on the
Cross: Ireland and the Early Medieval West, ed. Juliet Mullins, Jenifer
Ni Ghradaigh, and Hawtree (Portland, OR: Four Courts Press, 2013),
125-40.
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is one in substance with God, he is the union of the divine and
created orders, and he possesses all the perfections of his hu
man and divine natures. As Eriugena formulated it in the
Periphyseon, "The universal goal of the entire Creation is the
Word of God. Thus do both the beginning and the end of
the world subsist in God's Word, indeed, to speak more plainly,
they are the Word itsel£"64 "Therefore," the poet says,
In the Only-Begotten Word of God, Incarnate and made
man, the whole world is restored even now according to
its species, but at the end of the world will return univer
sally and in its genus. For what He wrought specially in
Himself He will perfect generally in all: and not only in
all men, but in every sensible creature.65
In the facing pages of the Codex Aureus (Figs. 1-2), a unity
of appearance and attributes links Charles to the Lamb and
sets up parallel ways in which the earthly and heavenly rulers
are honored. The illuminators depicted analagous terrestrial
and celestial ceremonies of the aurum coronarium: just as
Christ (the Lamb) receives tribute in his heavenly court, so
his terrestrial counterpart and reflection, Charles the Bald, re
ceives homage in his earthly court. The Lamb is in the circle
of heaven; the king is under the baldachin's canopy, which
symbolizes heaven. Christ's heavenly exaltation is set against
Charles's imperial exaltation. This correspondence between
terrestrial and celestial rulers had been portrayed earlier in
the diptych of Charles's prayer book (Figs. 6-7) and in the
gable ivories of the Throne of St. Peter (Fig. 4). As Robert
Deshman demonstrated, both the diptych and the ivories im
ply a concept of imitatio Christi (imitation of Christ) that ex64. "Universalis quippe totius creaturae finis <lei verbum est. Prin
cipium itaque et finis mundi in verbo <lei subsistunt et, ut apertius
dicam, ipsum verbum sunt." Eriugena, Periphyseon V, lines 14971500, in Iohannis Scotti seu Eriugenae, Periphyseon: Liber Quintus,
CCCM 165, ed. Edouard A. Jeauneau (Turnhout: Brepols, 2003),
48. Translated in Periphyseon = The Division of Nature, trans. I. P.
Sheldon-Williams, rev. John J. O'Meara (Montreal: Bellarmin, 1987),
562. For Eriugena's Christology, see Donald F. Duclow, "Dialectic
and Christology in Eriugena's Periphyseon," Dionysius 4 (1980): 99118.
65. "Totus itaque mundus in verbo <lei unigenito, incarnato, inhu
manato adhuc specialiter restitutus est, in fine vero mundi generaliter
et universaliter in eodem restaurabitur. Quod enim specialiter in se
ipso perfecit, generaliter in omnibus perficiet, non dico in omnibus
hominibus solummodo, sed in omni sensibili creatura." Eriugena,
Periphyseon V, lines 2361-63, in Jeauneau, Periphyseon: Liber Quin
tus, 74. See also Sheldon-Williams and O'Meara, Periphyseon = Divi
sion of Nature, 585. For the theme of the return in Eriugena, see
Edouard Jeauneau, "The Neoplatonic Themes of Processio and Redi
tus in Eriugena," Dionysius 15 (1991): 3-29; and idem, "The Neopla
tonic Theme of Return in Eriugena," Patristica: Proceedings of the Col
loquia of the Japanese Society for Patristic Studies 7 (2003): 1-14.

alts the ruler in his temporal office and likens him to Christ.66
In the Codex Aureus, the theme of Christ's triumph and
exaltation has implications for the meaning of the glorified
king represented on the opposite page (Figs. 1-2). Charles's
portrait as Christomimetes (imitator of Christ) both enhances
his status and authority among humans and conveys his di
vine inspiration.67 The Carolingian king is to be understood
as the divinely appointed ruler on earth, and details in his
portrait-the baldachin and the hand of God-support this
recognition. The architecture defines the place of the king
as clearly above that of other mortal men, even approaching
God's realm, but, even more important, it places the king
on the level with, and integrated into, Christ's Passion and
glory.68 The structure of the diptych parallels the glories of
divine and divinely appointed rulers. Christ's triumph over
death and exaltation above the terrestrial world are meant to
imply a corresponding exaltation of Charles, who, with the
help of Christ, continued to struggle in his temporal life against
the enemies of the kingdom and of the Christian faith. Charles
has been appointed by God to envision the image of the heav
enly kingdom and to shape its reflection on earth through his
imperial ministerium (office). Thus he is a mirror image of
Christ: but an image, not more. Charles is the earthly counter
part of the divine Logos, who rules in heaven as God's regent
and, from there, guides the emperor's policies and actions. Di
vinely guided from above, Charles rules below as God's minis
ter; his mission is to lead his people and thus create on earth an
imitation of the kingdom of heaven, a Christian empire.69 The
belief that the king was a type of Christ and that with his lead
ership of the populus Dei (people of God) he was bound to ful66. Deshman, "Exalted Servant," 385-417; and idem, "Antiquity
and Empire."
67. David Ganz, Medien der Offenbarung: Visionsdarstellungen
im Mittelalter (Berlin: Reimer, 2008), 79.
68. David Ganz, "Weder eins noch zwei: Jan van Eycks Madonna in
der Kirche und die Scharnierlogik spatmittelalterlicher Diptychen," in
Das Bild im Plural: mehrteilige Bildformen zwischen Mittelalter und
Gegenwart, ed. Ganz and Felix Thi.irlemann (Berlin: Reimer, 2010),

41-65. On the function of the two-page opening, see also Jeffrey F.
Hamburger, "Openings," in Imagination, Books & Community in Me
dieval Europe: Papers of a Conference Held at the State Library of Vic
toria, Melbourne, Australia, 29-31 May, 2008, in Conjunction with an
Exhibition "The Medievalimagination," 28 March-15 June 2008, ed.

Gregory Kratzmann (South Yarra, VIC: Macmillan, 2009), 50-133.
69. On the importance of this political concept and its Frankish in
terpretation, see Ernst H. Kantorowicz, "Deus per naturam, Deus per
gratiam: A Note on Mediaeval Political Theology," Harvard Theolog
ical Review 45, no. 4 (1952): 253-77; idem, The King's Two Bodies: A
Study in Mediaeval Political Theology (Princeton: Princeton Univer
sity Press, 1957), 46-49; and Janet L. Nelson, "Kingship and Empire
in the Carolingian World," in Carolingian Culture: Emulation and
Innovation, ed. Rosamond McKitterick (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni
versity Press, 1994), 52-87.
Codex Aureus of St. Emmeram v-.
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fill the divine law embodied in the Church-the source of
Christian doctrine as revealed in Holy Scriptures-was a con
stant in Carolingian mirrors for princes and coronation litur
gies.70 Hincmar ofReims made this clear in the prayer he recited
as he anointed Charles the Bald king of Lotharingia in 869,
and Pope John VIII reiterated the concept when he praised
Charles as the new Carolingian emperor at the Synod of Ra
venna in 877: "God established [the emperor] as the Prince
of His people in imitation of the true king, Christ, His Son."71
In portraying Charles triumphant in the likeness of Christ,
the Codex Aureus diptych not only sanctions Charles's im
perial ambitions but also inscribes the king within the his
tory of salvation and proclaims that deification is his destiny.
Correspondences between the diptych's two halves indicate
the king's anagogical ascent to heaven. Under the baldachin,
Charles the Bald sits at the juncture of two worlds; his body
is in a terrestrial zone delimited by columns and framed by sol
diers and personifications, while his head is in a celestial zone
symbolized by the starry veil and the domical vault. Color un
derlines the correspondence between the baldachin's canopy
and the heavenly vault where the Lamb resides. The balda
chin's vault is blue, as is the sky where the twenty-four elders
stand; the hand of God is in a green semicircle surrounded
by clouds, similar to those around God's throne where the
Lamb is located. The parallelism is even more evident when
the book is closed. The curve of the baldachin roughly matches
the first curved vault of heaven on the Adoration of the Lamb
page, and the Lamb of God rests perfectly above God's out
stretched right hand on the ruler portrait's page. The king's
robe, patterned with stars, evokes the celestial sky, where the
Lamb resides; in addition, the image of the enthroned king is
positioned directly across from the large eight-pointed sun,
and his head and the glowing star meet exactly when the diptych
is closed.72 Because the images are aligned on opposite pages,
the parallelism is established even when the book is open.
The enthronement of Charles as an act of celestial apothe
osis, or deificatio (deification), of the Christian king is also
represented in contemporary ivories on the Throne of St. Pe
ter (Fig. 4). At the center of the horizontal panel on the back
70. Walter Ullmann, The Carolingian Renaissance and the Idea of
Kingship (London: Methuen, 1969), 95; and Garipzanov, Symbolic
Language of Authority, 99-100.
71. "Unxit eum Dominus Deus ... principem populi sui constituens ad imitationem scilicet . . . veri Regis Christi filii sui."
Kantorowicz, King's Two Bodies, 87. For Hincmar's political thought,
see Janet L. Nelson, "Kingship, Law and Liturgy in the Political
Thought of Hincmar of Rheims," English Historical Review 92,
no. 363 (1977): 241-79.
72. Paul Edward Dutton noted these visual correspondences in
Charlemagne's Mustache: And Other Cultural Clusters of a Dark
Age (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 112-13.
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of the throne (Fig. 5), the king's bust portrait rises from the
material world, which is symbolized by the creatures carved
in the panels below (Fig. 4). Meanwhile, the king's head reaches
into heaven, which is represented by the constellations of
the pediment, where Christ has gathered his celestial court.
Just as Charles's body is confined to the earthly world, so his
mind is in harmony with the divinity, as it is in the Codex
Aureus.73
In the manuscript, Charles gazes at the Lamb, a symbol that
recalls Christ's Passion (Figs. 1-2). The caption in the panel
below the Adoration of the Lamb invites the king to pray to
the Word-Made-Flesh who ascended to co-enthronement in
heaven with God, so that he (Charles) might be resurrected
and dwell with God for eternity.74 The imago clipeata repre
sents God's invisible glory manifested in Christ's sacrifice, a
reality that is continuously renewed in the mystery of the
Eucharist celebrated by the Church and made present by the
text of the Gospels.75 The two-page opening thus engages
the medieval theology of the image on which Eriugena pred
icates his concept of deification rooted in vision. In paradise,
humankind-created in God's image and likeness-enjoyed a
direct vision of the divinity, but because of the Fall, God's im
age in man was impaired, and humans fell from the original
peak of pure contemplation into the realm of senses. In order
to restore the human image, God took flesh and lived as a
man. Through Christ, the visible image of the invisible Father,
humans could purify their senses, elevate their minds toward
the divinity, and be restored to the original image of God that
had been planned for them. Moreover, the elect can even un
dergo deification, in the form of an anagogical ascension to
ward the divinity, and thus attain a spiritual vision that will
be fully accomplished face to face at the end of time.76
If Christ is the perfect and true image of God, Charles can
enter into communion with God and restore his spiritual sight
by partaking in his nature. As a result, Charles's pious devo
tion to Christ makes him a virtuous ruler, a mirror image of
Christ, and the king's penetrating insight into Christ's human73. Staubach, Rex Christianus, 307-12; and Dutton, Charlemagne's
Mustache, 122-25.

74. See note 50 above.
75. The imago clipeata acknowledges the limitation ofcorporeal
vision and makes clear that God's divinity is comprehensible only
through the eyes of the mind. Herbert L. Kessler, "Real Absence:
Early Medieval Art and the Metamorphosis of Vision," in Spiritual
Seeing: Picturing God's Invisibility in Medieval Art (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2000), 104-48.
76. For Eriugena's theme ofreturn to God, see Edouard Jeauneau,
"Le theme du retour," in Etudes erigeniennes (Paris: Etudes Augus
tiniennes, 1987), 367-94. For the concept of God's theophany in
Eriugena, see Hilary A. Mooney, Theophany: The Appearing of God
According to the Writings of Johannes Scottus Eriugena (Ti.ibingen:
Mohr Siebeck, 2009), 85-116.
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ity enables him to participate in the Godhead, a concept ver
bally captured in the last verses on fol. 6r, which describe the
king as gazing and praying to reside with God for eternity. 77
Christ's symbol, the Eucharistic Lamb, is meant to elicit an
intellectual and spiritual response in the viewer, a response
akin to the contemplation of the relationship between Christ's
human and divine natures. The mystery of the Eucharist, rep
resented by the Lamb, allows Charles to enter mentally into
communion with God and, through Christ's humanity, to share
in his divinity. Christ's sacrifice, which is translated into a pic
torial symbol, constitutes the meeting point of the present di
alogue between Charles and the divinity. The caption inscribed
around the edge of the golden medallion that encloses the
Lamb guides the king to understand the meaning behind the
representation and thus evokes Christ's Passion and glory in
Charles's mind. As a material object, the painted figure partic
ipates ontologically in the transcendental truth that it depicts,
and, further, it has an anagogical function, leading the viewer
to the content that is hidden behind the image and can be com
prehended solely through a mental process.
For Eriugena, the physical world was not without access to
or communication with the other world; there is a bridge be
tween the two, constituted by the symbolum or figura. 78 The
symbol has great importance, and its definition plays a part
in biblical exegesis, where it designates a type of allegory that
Eriugena defines as an "allegory of words but not of events"
(allegoria dicti et non facti).79 The symbol stimulates the faith
ful to search for a spiritual meaning, and it drives the viewer
toward the understanding of divine mysteries. 80 In his Com
mentary on the Dionysian Celestial Hierarchy, Eriugena refers
to a passage from Pseudo-Dionysius's Celestial Hierarchy in
which that author explains why intelligible beings in the scrip
tures are represented through corporeal images and symbols. 81

77. See note 50 above.
78. Jeauneau, "De !'art comme mystagogie."
79. "Altera forma est, quae proprie symboli nomen accepit, et
allegoria dicti, non autem facti appellatur, quoniam in dictis solum
modo spiritualis doctrinae, non autem in factis sensibilibus consti
tuitur." Eriugena, Commentarius in Evangelium Iohannis VI, 43-50,
in Iohannis Scotti seu Eriugenae, Homilia super "In principio erat
verbum" et Commentarius in Evangelium Iohannis, CCCM 166, ed.
Edouard A. Jeauneau and Andrew J. Hicks (Turnhout: Brepols,
2008), 132.
80. On the use of symbol in Eriugena, see Edouard Jeauneau,
"Appendice III," in Commentaire sur l'Evangile de Jean, Sources chre
tiennes (hereafter SC) 180, ed. Jeauneau (Paris: Cerf, 1972), 398-402;
and Stephen G. Nichols, "Example versus Historia: Montaigne, Eriu
gena, and Dante," in Unruly Examples: On the Rhetoric ofExemplarity,
ed. Alexander Gelley (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1995),
48-85, at 60-61.
81. "Non enim animus humanus propter divinam scripturam fac
tus est, cuius nullo modo indigeret si non peccaret, sed propter

Here, theology is introduced as an exercise for the mind whose
purpose is the anagogical development of reason, progressing
from sensible images to the perfect knowledge of intelligible
things.82 As a visual symbol, Christ's image (the Lamb) in the
diptych both reveals and conceals, and then it encompasses
the visible and the invisible character of the divinity. This
characteristic of the image suited Carolingian meditational
practice, which was founded on the possibility of a deliberate
and disciplined transition from the material to the immaterial
reality of God.83 The diptych therefore not only invites Charles
the Bald, as the first and foremost viewer, to pass through or

animum humanum sancta scriptura in diversis symbolis atque doc
trinis contexta, ut per ipsius introductionem rationabilis nostra na
tura, quae praevaricando ex contemplatione veritatis lapsa est, iterum
in pristinam pure contemplationis reduceretur altitudinem." Eriugena,
Expositiones II, lines 151-58, in Iohannis Scotti Eriugenae, Exposi
tiones in Ierarchiam coelestem, CCCM 31, ed. J. Barbet (Turnhout:
Brepols, 1975), 24. "For the human mind is not made because of di
vine Scripture, for which the mind would have absolutely no need
had it not sinned, but holy Scripture is woven together out of diverse
symbols and doctrines for the express purpose of the human mind, so
that with the help of its introduction our rational human nature,
which tumbled in transgression from the contemplation of truth,
might be led back again to the pristine peak of pure contemplation."
Trans. in Willemien Otten, "The Parallelism of Nature and Scripture:
Reflections on Eriugena's Incarnational Exegesis," in Van Riel, Steel,
and McEvoy, Johannes Scottus Eriugena: The Bible and Hermeneutics,
81-102, at 83-84; and Cinzia Arruzza, "The Authority of Reason:
On John Scottus Eriugena's Periphyseon, I.508C-513C," Glossator 7
(2013): 137-50, at 140-43.
82. For a detailed account of the function of scripture in Eriugena,
see Otten, "Parallelism of Nature and Scripture"; and eadem, "Reli
gion as Exercitatio Mentis: A Case for Theology as a Humanist Disci
pline," in Christian Humanism: Essays in Honour ofArjo Vanderjagt,
ed. Alasdair A. MacDonald, Zweder R. W. M. von Martels, and Jan R.
Veenstra (Leiden: Brill, 2009), 59-74, at 65-66.
83. Whether images could provide immediate or even indirect ac
cess to the invisible reality of God was the central issue in debates over
their legitimacy and function in the West after Iconoclasm. See Jean
Claude Schmitt, "L'Occident, Nicee II et les images du VIIIe au XIIIe
siecle," in Boespflug and Lossky, Nicee II, 787-1987, 271-301; David
Appleby, "Instruction and Inspiration through Images in the Carolin
gian Period," in Word, Image, Number: Communication in the Middle
Ages, ed. John J. Contreni and Santa Casciani (Turnhout: Brepols,
2002), 85-111; Jeffrey F. Hamburger, St. John the Divine: The Deified
Evangelist in Medieval Art and Theology (Berkeley: University of Cal
ifornia Press, 2002), 1-20; Herbert L. Kessler, "Gregory the Great and
Image Theory in Northern Europe during the Twelfth and Thirteenth
Centuries," in A Companion to Medieval Art: Romanesque and Gothic
in Northern Europe, ed. Conrad Rudolph (Oxford: Blackwell, 2006),
151-72; idem, "Image and Object: Christ's Dual Nature and the Crisis
of Early Medieval Art," in The Long Morning ofMedieval Europe: New
Directions in Early Medieval Studies, ed. Jennifer R. Davis and Michael
McCormick (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2008), 291-319; and Thomas F. X
Noble, Images, Iconoclasm, and the Carolingians (Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Press, 2009).
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beyond the image to a higher reality, but it also asks that the
viewer reflect on that reality within himself.84 In keeping with
the union of human and divine natures in Christ, the illumi
nations suggest a form of imitatio Christi rooted in sight: the
king can draw near to God through the admiration of God's
majesty in Christ, a process developed through a speculative
experience that, if properly channeled, can lead him upward
toward eternity. By turning inward through contemplation or
interior vision, Charles's soul will recover an impression, like
ness, or similitude of the original in whose image he was fash
ioned. The illuminations thus act as a visual exegesis, a tool of
edification for Charles's soul, and they aim to release the king
from his earthly apprehensions by raising his mind toward a
contemplation of the divinity. Elevated above the material world,
Charles the Bald is transformed into an adopted son of God,
a living image of Christ, and thus he partakes in God's divinity
in the form of a mystical union (theosis).85
Textual and visual details suggest that the diptych was ad
dressed to the king. The use of the demonstrative pronoun hie
in the panegyric beneath the ruler portrait immediately calls
the viewer's attention to the link between Charles the Bald
and David on the one hand and Charles the Bald and Solomon
on the other, and it emphasizes the immediacy of text and
image (Fig. 1). 86 The verses' tone reflects the literary genre
of the mirror for princes, which were always composed by
the king's most confidential advisers and most erudite intel
lectuals.87 The captions imply an educated reader capable of
understanding the Old Testament typology and mentally con
necting it to the Carolingian lineage.88 Moreover, the use of the
verb specular in the poem's final verses, under the Adoration
of the Lamb, emphasizes the diptych's visual qualities (Fig. 2).

84. Agnes Minazzoli, "'Imago'/'icona': esquisse d'une problema
tique," in Boespflug and Lossky, Nicee II, 787-1987, 313-16; Kessler,
"Real Absence"; and Hamburger, St. John the Divine, 1-20.
85. This basic theological concept has its source in Genesis 1:26, ac
cording to which God created man "ad imaginem et similitudinem
nostram." On the theology of the imago dei, see Gerhart B. Ladner,
Ad Imaginem Dei: The Image of Man in Medieval Art (Latrobe, PA:
Archabbey Press, 1965); and Bernard McGinn, "The Human Person
as Image of God in Western Christianity," in Christian Spirituality:
Origins to the Twelfth Century, ed. McGinn, John Meyendorff, and
Jean Leclercq (New York: Crossroad, 1987), 1:312-30. For a detailed
account of theosis as a return to God's image in Eriugena, see Jeau
neau, "Le theme du retour"; and Willemien Otten, "Eriugena's Dialec
tic of the Return," Harvard Theological Review 84, no. 4 (1991): 399421.
86. See note 15 above.
87. Wojciech Falkowski, "The Carolingian Speculum principis:
The Birth of a Genre," Acta Poloniae Historica 98 (2008): 5-27.
88. For a discussion of verbal and visual literacy in Carolingian
manuscripts, see Diebold, "Verbal, Visual, and Cultural Literacy in
Medieval Art," 93-95.
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The verb describes not just the general act of seeing but careful
observation and contemplation.89 To understand the program
of the illuminations and its message, the Carolingian viewer
would need to recognize the structural and compositional sim
ilarities between the diptych's two halves and be familiar with
other two-page openings in Carolingian manuscripts. A por
trait of a Carolingian ruler as part of an opening, meant to be
interpreted as half of a linked pair with a facing illumination,
appears in just two other books: the Psalter and prayer book
made for Charles the Bald's personal use. In the Psalter, the
captions emphasize Old Testament typology, and the diptych
skillfully supports a model of kingship by pairing Charles with
St. Jerome. 90 In the prayer book, however, the diptych parallels
the king and Christ, an association that is suitable uniquely for
a manuscript meant to be used by the king himself (Figs. 67).91 It is therefore indicative that a two-page illumination with
such a potent theological-political meaning implies a reader
viewer such as Charles the Bald himself, who was surely liter
ate in Latin and capable of understanding the intertwining of
images and poetry. 92
Both the political and spiritual messages that emerge from
the reading of text and image in the two-page Codex Aureus
illumination had specific overtones for the manuscript's pa
tron. The theme of divine protection suggested by the soldiers
and angels matches concerns that increased dramatically in
Charles's reign between 869 and 870. The representation of
Francia and Gotia paying homage to the king is consistent

89. The verb specular is a synonym of contemplor, and its basic
meaning is "gazing at something." As a visual metaphor traditionally
applied to cognition in the Middle Ages, the verb also refers to the acts
of investigation, examination, and contemplation. Eriugena uses the
terms contemplatio, speculatio, theoria, and consideratio interchange
ably. On this allegorical view, derived from Greek, see Edouard Jeau
neau, "Appendice III," in Homelie sur le Prologue de Jean, SC 151, ed.
Jeauneau (Paris: Cerf, 1969), 327-28. In the twelfth century, Richard
of Saint-Victor explicitly connects the term speculatio to the cognition
of immaterial realities. See Jeffrey F. Hamburger, "Speculations on
Speculation: Vision and Perception in the Theory and Practice of
Mystical Devotion," in Deutsche Mystik im abendliindischen Zusam
menhang: neu erschlossene Texte, neue methodische Ansiitze, neue
theoretische Konzepte; Kolloquium, Kloster Fischingen 1998, ed. Wal
ter Haug and Wolfram Schneider-Lastin (Ti.ibingen: Niemeyer, 2000),
353-408.
90. Diebold, "Verbal, Visual, and Cultural Literacy in Medieval
Art."
91. Ibid., 90-94; and Deshman, "Exalted Servant," 402-3.
92. Janet L. Nelson, "Literacy in Carolingian Government," in The
Uses of Literacy in Early Mediaeval Europe, ed. Rosamond McKit
terick (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 258-96, at
271. On Carolingian understanding of Latin poetry, see Rosamond
McKitterick, The Carolingians and the Written Word (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1989), 227-32.
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with Charles's desire to rule over a unified empire as a new
Charlemagne. For more than twenty years, Charles the Bald
wanted to become emperor but had not achieved his goal.
Even if the treaty of Ver dun had denied him the Roman im
perial crown in 843, for several years the king had actively de
veloped an imperial image based on his rulership of many
non-Roman peoples and kingdoms.93 His crowning as king
of Lotharingia in 869 must have seemed to him a giant stride
toward his long-held goal of attaining the imperial title and
unifying territories that both his father and his grandfather
had held. 94 After his triumphal entry into Aachen, Charles cel
ebrated Christmas there in 869, and he would have used that
occasion to seat himself on his grandfather's throne at Christ
mas Mass, thus accomplishing, albeit briefly, his cherished de
sire for imperial status (Fig. 13).95
In the two-page illumination in the Codex Aureus, this im
perial symbolism is captured by the use of the palace chapel as
the miniature's iconographic setting and also by the references
in the verses to David and Solomon (Figs. 1-2). Just like that of
his predecessors, Louis the Pious and Charlemagne, Charles the
Bald's idea of empire was conceived as a rebirth of the Old Tes
tament Jewish kingship symbolized by the very names of David
and Solomon that he also bore. The Carolingian emperor was
charged with continuing Solomon's work to protect and succor
the Christian kingdom, which was seen as a holy reflection of
the kingdom of heaven.96 And, as the wise Solomon lavished
his riches on the Temple, Charles excelled in building many
things with God's help; the precious Codex Aureus itself is

93. Julia M. H. Smith, Province and Empire: Brittany and the Car
olingians (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 86-116.
94. According to the Annals of Fulda, Charles "gave orders that he
was to be called emperor and augustus on the grounds that now he
would possess two realms." The Annals ofFulda, trans. Timothy Reu
ter (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1992), 69-70. Sedulius
Scottus's poem celebrating Charles's assumption of the Lotharingian
throne described the king as the glory of the age, the hero of the
Franks, and a worthy heir to both Charlemagne and Louis the Pious.
The poet also acclaimed Charles as a peacemaker like Solomon; the
world revered Solomon for building a single temple, but Charles's
fame rested on the construction of a thousand: "Pacifer ut Salemon
sceptra paterna tenens." / Ast uno Salemon templo celebratur in orbe; /
Mille sed hie templis eminet arte novis." Sedulius Scottus, Carmen 12,
lines 12-14, inSedulii Scotti Carmina, CCCM 117, ed. I. Meyers (Turn
hout: Brepols, 1991), 28; and commentary in Staubach, Rex Christianus,
200-210.
95. Janet L. Nelson, "Translating Images of Authority: The Chris
tian Roman Emperors in the Carolingian World," in Images of Au
thority: Papers Presented to Joyce Reynolds on the Occasion of Her
Seventieth Birthday, ed. Mary Margaret Mackenzie and Charlotte
Roueche (Cambridge: Cambridge Philological Society, 1989), 194205; and eadem, Charles the Bald, 218-19.
96. Garipzanov, Symbolic Language of Authority, 262-86.

an example of his largesse on behalf of God.97 By providing
for the Church, Charles became a preacher of a pious life, a life
lived according to the Gospel. The magnificent book contain
ing the Word of God was commissioned to win temporal as
well as divine favor, and it credits the king for properly admin
istering the law of God as a new Charlemagne.
The manuscript, however, could not have been completed
in time to celebrate Charles's triumph in Aachen in 869;
there was not enough time to plan and execute such an elab
orate manuscript. 98 The book could have been conceived,
however, if not completed, while Charles still controlled Aa
chen and all of Lotharingia. By the time the Codex Aureus
was finished, Charles the Bald might well have lost dominion
over the half of Lotharingia in which Aachen is located, but
the codex would not have lost its significance as an expres
sion of the king's imperial aspirations, which did not slacken
with the Lotharingian setback in the 870s.99 After the loss of
Aachen and the plans for ruling Lotharingia were doomed,
Charles's idea of empire remained alive. Since he could no
longer possess Aachen, the king commissioned the chapel
of Sainte-Marie in Compiegne to be built in imitation of his
grandfather's building. In praise of this new royal chapel,
which was dedicated on 5 May 877, Eriugena wrote "Aulae
siderae."100
The poem provides a layered description of the harmoni
ous universe with an ideal temple at its center. Charles's im
perial chapel at Compiegne, which combines the features of
the biblical Temple of Solomon and the Aachen palace chapel,
is itself that ideal temple.101 The verses equate the chapel's
structural details with the world's symbolic structure at the
moment of Christ's birth, thereby establishing the relationship
between the king's viewing of the symbolism of the chapel's
architecture and decoration and the revelation of the Word
of God in the universe.102 Christ, the chapel, and the world con
stitute a set of equivalencies that are related metaphorically.

97. See note 15 above.
98. Even if the Gospel book was begun on Charles's command
immediately after his coronation in Metz or after his successes of
late 869, the manuscript could only have been finished by sometime
between 20 June 870 and Christmas 870, almost a year later. Dutton
and Jeauneau, "Verses of the Codex Aureus," 116.
99. Ibid., 116-17.
100. Ibid.; Diebold, "'Nos quoque morem illius imitari cupientes,' "
273-75; and Dutton, "Eriugena the Royal Poet," 62.
101. Valery V. Petroff, "'Armonia rerum' in John Scottus' Aulae
sidereae," in "Ideas of Harmony in Medieval Culture and Society,"
special issue, Micrologus: Nature, Sciences and Medieval Societies 25
(2017): 47-66.
102. Michel Foussard, "Aulae Siderae: vers de Jean Scot au roi
Charles," Cahiers archeologiques 21 (1971): 79-88; and Christe,
"Sainte-Marie de Compiegne."
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Eriugena equates the chapel with light itself, Christ, transform
ing it into the setting wherein the Light, which dissipates the
darkness of the Fall, reveals itself 103 Through this process, the
chapel comes to symbolize the places/spaces where Light man
ifested itself through oral revelation from the spoken Word of
God, Christ's birth, to the Spirit of human speech at Pente
cost. 104 The chapel of Sainte-Marie in Compiegne-like Charle
magne's palatine chapel dedicated to the Virgin and the Sav
ior-is metaphorically the womb, the tomb, and the throne. 105
In this way, as Michel Foussard and Stephen Nichols have
shown, the king's throne in the chapel becomes a conduit for
theosis, a setting for the theophany of the Light of the Word
and, at the same time, a renewal of the throne of the Old Tes
tament kings. 106 By sitting in majesty on the chapel's throne,
looking out on all the assembled, wearing the diadems of his
ancestors and the symbols of his authority, Charles accom
plishes the mystic leap that propels his mind into the spiritual
realm as it is represented in the diptych of the Codex Aureus. 107
The "Aulae siderae" casts Charles the Bald as the personifi
cation of the visible sun, kings David and Solomon, Christ, and
Charlemagne enthroned in Compiegne (the new Aachen), and
this image retroactively recalls the king's image in the Codex
Aureus. Enthroned in Compiegne, Charles shines forth as a
sacred, "theosized" being, a living servant of Christ, as he does
in the Codex Aureus. It is not surprising, then, that Eriugena
recycled in his poem imperial ideas and verses originally com
posed for the Codex Aureus. The manuscript captures Charles's
desire to rule as emperor in imitation of Charlemagne, and
Sainte-Marie in Compiegne celebrates Charles's imperial de
sire when it was transformed after his imperial coronation on
Christmas 875.

103. On the metaphor of light in Eriugena, see James McEvoy,
"Metaphors of Light and Metaphysics of Light in Eriugena," in Begrijf
und Metapher: Sprachform des Denkens bei Eriugena; Vortriige des
VII. internationalen Eriugena-C olloquiums, Werner-Reimers-Stiftung
Bad Homburg, 26.-29. Juli 1989, ed. Werner Beierwaltes (Heidelberg:
Winter, 1990), 3:149-67.
104. Foussard, "Aulae Siderae," 81-88.
105. Ibid.
106. Ibid., 80; and Stephen G. Nichols Jr., Romanesque Signs: Early
Medieval Narrative and Iconography (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1983), 87.
107. "Ipse throno celso fultus rex prospicit omnes / Vertice sublimi
gestans diadema paternum, / Plena manus sciptris enchiridon aurea
bactra: / Heros magnanimus longaevus vivat in annos." Eriugena,
Carmen 9, lines 98-101, in MGH: PLAC, 3:552. "The king himself,
supported on his high throne and wearing / The crown of his fathers
on his exalted head, looks upon all; / His hand is filled with scepters
with handles of Bactrian gold: / May this magnanimous hero enjoy
a long life." Translation adapted from Herren, Eriugenae Carmina,
121.
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For Charles the Bald, as both patron and audience, contem
plating the image of himself enthroned in Aachen must have
resembled an initiation into the contemplation of divine truth
that aimed to transform the king into the Christlike avatar of
a newly reborn empire. Underlying the transformative power
of the Codex Aureus diptych was a long-established tradition
of iconographic elements that signaled imperial triumph. The
king himself would probably have understood unaided the
meaning of the angels, soldiers, personifications, and the archi
tectonic feature of the baldachin with its allusion to Aachen.
The Latin verses would have guided him through the meaning
of each visual component that connected him with Old Testa
ment types and the imperial inheritance of his father and
grandfather. The learned ruler had already been the recipient
of two large, luxuriously decorated Bibles that compared him
with David and Solomon and emphasized the ruler's obliga
tions and political benefits of adhering to sacred law. 108 More
over, his private prayer book had already expressed the idea that
the king was like Christ himself (Figs. 6-7). 109 In the Codex Au
reus, Charles is thus presented with a concept of empire that
conforms to his vision of power; it promotes the king's claim
to the imperial title and his supremacy over his half brothers.
Due to the lack of sources, we do not have any clear evi
dence for how Carolingian luxury books in general, and the
Codex Aureus in particular, were used at the royal court.
We do not know for certain whether such objects were avail
able to the king alone or were intended for other audiences as
well. 110 It is very likely, however, that Charles the Bald was not
the only person who saw this book. 111 It could have been com
missioned with the intention of using it during important cel
ebrations at court. If this were the case, and we imagine the
clerics who might have viewed the manuscript, the meaning
of the diptych changes slightly: the images originally planned
as instruments of visual exegesis become more like a panegyric
intended to celebrate Charles as protector and patron of the
Church. The clergy would have been interested in the empha
sis on the king's virtuous nature and struck by the visual con
nections between Charles and the Church. The royal ty
pologies were certainly familiar to them in verbal form from

108. The visual program of the First Bible and the San Paolo Bible
stress this political concept. Dutton and Kessler, Poetry and Paintings,
112; and Diebold, "Ruler Portrait," 13.
109. Deshman, "Exalted Servant," 385-417; and idem, "Antiquity
and Empire."
110. John Lowden, "The Royal/Imperial Book and the Image or
Self-image of the Medieval Ruler," in Kings and Kingship in Medieval
Europe, ed. Anne J. Duggan (London: King's College London Centre
for Late Antique and Medieval Studies, 1993), 213-40; and Diebold,
"Verbal, Visual, and Cultural Literacy in Medieval Art," 96-97.
111. Diebold, "Verbal, Visual, and Cultural Literacy in Medieval
Art," 96; and idem, "Ruler Portrait," 15-17.
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their contact with the king's court, but they may never have
seen the analogy between a Carolingian monarch and Christ
expressed visually. In this sense, the miniatures probably in
dicated that the soon-to-be emperor was a virtuous ruler, di
vinely chosen. Charles was surely anxious to demonstrate his
divinely granted ministerium, the divine and earthly protec
tion it afforded him, and the benefits that this would bring
to the Church and the kingdom.
This was not the only meaning perceptible in the diptych,
however. Another private, spiritual message is encoded in the
illuminations, and it deals directly with John Scotus Eriugena.
As a royal poet, Eriugena was committed to the cause of his
king and ready to compose occasional verses on demand, to
be delivered at celebrations at court. During these events, the
poet often offered his advice when he saw his king harassed
by his half brother Lothair, Saracens to the south, and pagans
to the north. 112 If Eriugena is indeed the author of the Codex
Aureus's verses, as the poetry itself suggests, then the magnif
icent Gospel book provided a special opportunity for the poet
to send a message to the king. The book was a royal com
mission meant to celebrate an important political event. The
illuminators' aim was to decorate the manuscript, not to in
volve themselves with its subliminal messages that promoted
Charles's notion of empire and secured him an eternal reward:
these were probably Eriugena's ideas. The result was achieved
by using a ruler portrait from a manuscript illuminated at
Tours as a model and adjusting it to emphasize the ambitions
and political aspirations relevant to the king at that precise his
torical moment. This was done in cooperation with Eriugena,
who had close ties with the abbey of Saint-Medard at Soissons,
where the manuscript was probably made.113 After his treatise
De divina praedestinatione was condemned by the councils
of Valence (855) and Langres (859), the poet spent significant
time there under royal protection.114 Wulfad, Eriugena's for
mer student and later abbot of Saint-Medard, was his collab
orator in philosophical disputes and the dedicatee of the Pe
riphyseon. The nearby city of Laon was one of the intellectual
centers of Charles's kingdom, and it was certainly one of the

112. Dutton, "Eriugena the Royal Poet," 73-75.
113. See note 3 above.
114. In the 840s and 850s Francia witnessed a prolonged and vehe
ment controversy over the nature of divine predestination and grace.
In 850, at the request of Hincmar, archbishop of Reims, Eriugena
composed a treatise, On Divine Predestination, against the teaching
of Gottschalk of Orbais. Even though Eriugena's own views on the
subject were condemned, he was protected by Charles the Bald and
able to continue his career as a scholar. For the controversy over di
vine predestination, see Chazelle, Crucified God in the Carolingian
Era, 165-208.

places where Eriugena wrote and taught. 115 The poet's presence
in the two towns would have made it easy for the illuminators
to consult with him on such an important project.
Charles's elevation to the realm of heaven, where the twenty
four elders praise the apocalyp tic Lamb, correlates with the
mystical component of the ideal of wisdom as elaborated in
Eriugena's poetry, especially in the formula "rex atque teo
logus" (king and theologian). In his works addressed to Charles
the Bald, Eriugena often encouraged the king to turn away
from his terrestrial preoccupations and elevate his mind in or
der to enter into celestial conversation with the divinity. Por
the poet, wisdom is the special path of kings, which draws its
source from above in the wisdom of Christ himself Peace,
the state for which the ruler should strive, is the necessary cor
ollary to wisdom. The key to its realization lies in the king's
establishment and maintenance of a proper relationship with
God. It is this primary relationship, based on steadfast faith
and merciful, just, and wise rulership, that brings as its benefit
the gift of grace to the kingdom as a whole. As Eriugena writes,
scripture teaches the king to hold the right path, that of
Christ.116 In the dedication letter for his translation of the writ
ings of Pseudo-Dionysius, he wrote to Charles the Bald that
the disquiet suffered by catholic men, who in this life
seem to be harassed by perilous hardship, ought to be
exalted. With fixity of mind, they are cleansed [ purgati]
by laborious investigations of divine matters, are illumi
nated [illuminati] by fruitful discoveries, and are per
fected [perfecti] by the never ending and unchanging
face of truth and love.
Such men, Eriugena asserts, "should not be judged to live
among mortals but rather to be carried into celestial associa
tion." The poet believes that both he and the king are included
in this latter category of men. He claims that, although Charles
is buffeted by the great and persistent disturbances of civil wars

115. On Wulfad, see John Marenbon, From the Circle of Alcuin to
the School of Auxerre: Logic, Theology, and Philosophy in the Early
Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981), 111;
and idem, "Wulfad, Charles the Bald and John Scottus Eriugena,"
in Charles the Bald: Court and Kingdom; Papers Based on a Collo
quium Held in London in April 1979, ed. Margaret Gibson and Janet
Nelson, with David Ganz (Oxford: B.A.R., 1981), 375-83. On Laon,
see John J. Contreni, "The Irish 'Colony' at Laon during the Time
of John Scottus Eriugena," in Roques, Jean Scot Erigene et l'histoire
de la philosophie, 59-67.
116. "Cui soli regum sapientia praevia pollet; / Quern purae mentis
nobilitat studium; / Quern scriptura docet divinis plena figuris, / Ne
recto Christi tramite debilitet." Eriugena, Carmen 4, lines 31-34, in
MGH: PLAC, 3:534. See also Dutton, "Eriugena the Royal Poet,"
78-79; and Staubach, Rex Christianus, 64.
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within his kingdom and by barbarian invasions of pagan peo
ple, he is not dislodged from the firmness of his royal spirit.
Like a certain immobile rock on the edge of the sea,
naturally rooted on the spot, he repels chaotic and fierce
breaking waves with a hard and firm face. With the
whole contemplation of his mind and heart full of devo
tion, the king is said to investigate Scripture, to search
out Latin authors, and to consult Greek writers. God
and the light of reason lead the way for him.117
Thus, Eriugena hopes to lead the minds of men, and specifi
cally that of his king, to a consideration of celestial association
imbued with wisdom. His desire is that the people of Francia,
headed by Charles the Bald, will journey beyond the constel
lations to Christ. To fly to the heavens was, for Eriugena, to
soar above the confusion of the material world below and to
enter the temple of wisdom and truth, the Heavenly Jerusa
lem. 118 The final verses under the Adoration of the Lamb,
which say the king "looks, wide-eyed,/ Praying," might be in
tended as a recommendation to the king that both the text and
the images in the Gospel book are meant for contemplation. 119
The significance here is that contemplation is a supremely
visual act; it is the necessary vehicle by which to access divine
illumination. Seen in this light, the Codex Aureus's diptych
asserts that the book's miniatures are not mere ornament

117. "V alde quidem admiranda dignisque virtutum laudibus est
exageranda catholicorum virorum religiosissima sollicitudo, qui dum
vitae humanae periculosis exagitari videantur aerumnis, fixa tamen
mentis intentione, divinarum rerum laboriosis investigationibus pur
gati, fructuosis inventionibus illuminati, perpetuis immutabilibusque
veritatis atque amoris contemplationibus perfecti, non inter mortales
habitare, sed in caelestem conversationem mutatos penitus esse iudi
candi sunt. In quorum numero vos esse constitutos, nullus recte ves
tros affectus intuentium dubitare permittitur, piissime gloriosissimeque
regum, quandoquidem civilium plusque quam civilium bellorum
maximis assiduisque perturbationibus, insuper etiam paganarum gen
tium barbaricis incursibus christianorum regnum passim invadentibus
allisi, non tamen regalis animi stabilitate deiecti, quasi quoddam im
mobile saxum Neptuni limite naturaliter defixum crispissimos validis
simosque caerularum tumultus stabili duraque fronte repellens, toto
vestrae mentis intuitu totaque cordis devotione sanctarum scriptura
rum secreta, ducente Deo et rationis lumine, investigastis investigan
tesque diligitis." Ernst L. Di.immler, Ernst Perels, et al., eds., Monumenta
Germaniae Historica, vol. 6, Epistolae Karolini Aevi, IV (repr., Munich:
Monumenta Germaniae Historica, 1995), 158, no. 14. Dutton, "Eriu
gena the Royal Poet," 78-79. For a complete English translation of this
letter, see Paul Rorem, Eriugena's Commentary on the Dionysian "Celes
tial Hierarchy" (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies,
2005), 174-80.
118. Dutton, "Eriugena the Royal Poet," 78-79; and Staubach, Rex
Christianus, 279-81.
119. See note 50 above.
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but, rather, an integral component in the process of revelation
(theophany), meant to engage Charles the Bald in what Eriu
gena defines as the ineffable flight of the mind.120 By contem
plating the illuminations and the text of the Gospels, which are
also the image that Christ took in the world, Charles can ele
vate his intellect above all sinful human nature, reach the state
of human perfection before the Fall, and realize the imago dei
in himself-defined as a union of the soul with the Word
and thus be one with the divine Logos. For Eriugena, Charles
the Bald represents wisdom (which he calls intellect), the es
sence of the soul, which presides over the entirety of human
nature and revolves around God and, in its ideal, unfallen
state, is identical with the divine mind. 121 The diptych in the
Codex Aureus thus represents a theosis of Charles the Bald
as divine by intellect: he is a human being who is above all
other humans as a product of reason. At the same time, he
is a theophany in which God's power manifests itself in the
emperor. Moreover, only a sacralized leader, an illuminated
emperor like Charles, could bring the erring elect of God back
to the path of divine rectitude and realize on earth the order
intended by God in the form of the Carolingian Empire.
Eriugena's intention was to make Charles the Bald the foun
tainhead of the empire, as Christ was the fountainhead of
the Church.
The theological message conveyed by the Codex Aureus
diptych was surely not hidden from Charles the Bald. In
writing about the king's patronage of the Church, Eriugena
claims that his generous patron was able to see in its many
ornaments the sacred symbols of the heavenly kingdom.122
Charles was accustomed to the praise and recommendations
of his royal poet, and it is possible that Eriugena himself
alerted the king to the spiritual meaning of the illuminations.
As noted by Paul Dutton, six of the paschal poems commis
sioned by the king suggest that the poet was present when
they were read in front of his patron. 123 We can imagine that
Eriugena was in court at the manuscript's presentation and
that he invited Charles to look at the two-page opening while
offering him an explanation of its meaning. Rife with refer
ences to contemporary events, the diptych would have of-

120. On Eriugena's concept of flight of the mind, see John J.
O'Meara, Eriugena (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 159; and Der
mot Moran, "Idealism in Medieval Philosophy: The Case ofJohannes
Scottus Eriugena," Medieval Philosophy and Theology 8, no. 1 (1999):
53-82.
121. Moran, "Idealism in Medieval Philosophy," 74-81.
122. "Qui sanctas aedes dedicans ornatibus amplis / Caelestis
patriae symbola sacra videt." Eriugena, Carmen 4, lines 35-36, in
MGH: PLAC, 3:534. "Who, enriching the churches with ample adorn
ments, I sees sacred signs of the heavenly kingdom." Translation
adapted from Herren, Eriugenae Carmina, 73.
123. Dutton, "Eriugena the Royal Poet," 78-79.
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124. Paul J.E. Kershaw, Peaceful Kings: Peace, Power, and the Early
Medieval Political Imagination (Oxford: Oxford University Press,

needed a corresponding identification of an emperor with a
Christ figure or imitator Christi. 127 The ruler portrait in the
Codex Aureus pictures Charles the Bald as both leader and
seer, historic figure and sacral king. It transposes Charles from
human to divine by making him the focus of a dual structure,
one terrestrial and one celestial. Charles is a king, and as a
king he is human by nature and divine by grace. 128 As Chris
tomimetes, the impersonator or acting agent of Christ, Charles
personifies wisdom, and his insight and rational actions aim to
restore in his people the ability to see and know God by show
ing them how God works to protect them. Charles's struggle
against the enemies of the empire consists in trying to make
manifest the divinity of his office through his acts. To accom
plish this, he must first realize in his human person the Trin
itarian ideal as a model for historical action. In order to adhere
to this ideal model, Charles must elevate his human mind and
partake in the divine intellect. In this way, Charles becomes a
translation of the second person of the Trinity, thus symboliz
ing not just the Law as a principle of rule but also the rational
process by which it is implemented through divine grace. This
concept, which presupposes the emperor's active participation
in a dialect of spiritual ascension through contemplation and
conjoins the duties imposed by the imperial office to God's
universal plan for salvation, coincides with Eriugena's idea of
Charles as king and theologian. The political and spiritual
foundation of the ruler's ministerium confers on the Carolin
gian Empire the status of divinely preferred kingdom, thereby
facilitating its symbolic homologization with the Heavenly Je
rusalem. As a consequence, it makes clear that the throne,
where Charles the Bald sits in the palatine chapel represented
in the diptych, is the sacred locus for the theosized being, the
Carolingian emperor. In such an equation, Charles the Bald,
through the visual exegesis of the Codex Aureus, will become
the new Charlemagne and bring a new era of peace and thus
a renewal of the Carolingian Empire.
The foregoing examination of the relationship benveen text
and image in the two-page opening of the Codex Aureus,
which represents the enthroned Charles the Bald and the
twenty-four elders adoring the Lamb, has shown that behind
the golden Latin verses stands a message of political theology
with a pronounced Eriugenian attitude that details in the min
iatures bring to life. For Eriugena, the conquest of Aachen by
Charles the Bald in 869 probably represented a turning point
in Carolingian history. Charles was finally realizing his desire
for empire, leading the way as the sole emperor and defender

2011), 2-7, 223-34.
125. Ibid.
126. On the idea of Carolingians as populus dei, see Kantoro
wicz, King's Two Bodies, 46-49; Karl Frederick Morrison, The Two
Kingdoms: Ecclesiology in Carolingian Political Thought (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1964), 116-36; and Ullmann, Carolingian
Renaissance, 71-111.

127. Kantorowicz, King's Two Bodies, 46-49. See also John More
land, "The Carolingian Empire: Rome Reborn?," in Empires: Perspec
tives from Archaeology and History, ed. Susan E. Alcock et al. (Cam
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 392-418.
128. Kantorowicz, King's Two Bodies, 65.

fered the ruler reassurance about governance and suggested
his future in heaven.
The year 869 saw Charles extend his authority from West
Francia into Lotharingia. This expansion of Charles's power
over two Carolingian realms was accompanied by the expec
tation that his reign would result in peace and harmony. Peace
was the condition for which a king should strive; it should
be the end result of the efforts of a righteous ruler whose effec
tive governance maintained a communion with God. 124 This
ideal of earthly peace was considered a likeness of the eternal
kingdom, yet earthly peace was unstable and susceptible to
disruption; war and disputes inside the Carolingian kingdom
could obstruct the flow of grace. 125 Eriugena's own eschatolog
ical ideas played an important part in his advising Charles to
abide by the principles supported by this Christian concept
of peace. His promotion of Charles's imitatio Christi in the
two-page opening of the Codex Aureus was rooted in his un
derstanding of contemporary events, including preoccupa
tion with the military threat presented by the Northmen. Eriu
gena recognized Charles, the Frankish king, as the legitimate
earthly emperor tasked by God to assemble the people of his
kingdoms under his Christian leadership in anticipation of
Judgment Day. Eriugena wanted the manuscript to remind
the ruler to elevate his mind toward the Word of God who be
stowed on him his ministry of rulership. This allowed the fu
ture Christian emperor not only to be a righteous ruler for his
subjects but also to participate in God's glory. By conforming
to his heavenly model, Christ, and by acting as his vicar on
earth, Charles would rise into the incorporeal heaven like
the one represented in the Codex Aureus, into the invisible
God. In this way, as the Christian emperor, he would be con
joined to God in the higher and more sublime realm. Further
more, the majesty of the Word of God, the Law, would be
imaged in the majesty of Charles, the sacred emperor who rep
resents divine justice and who will lead a reign of peace, where
God dwells among his people as the image of Christ enthroned
in the Heavenly Jerusalem.
Because the Carolingians believed that they were a people
elected by God, they required an emperor who embodied the
unification of divine intention and human activity. 126 Christ
was the logical culmination of the Old Testament leaders, a glo
rious role model. A restoration of the Carolingian Empire
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of Christianity against the enemies of the Christian faith. The
Codex Aureus offered the royal poet and adviser the opportu
nity to dedicate a manuscript that manifested his idea of im
perial reform based on the concept of the ruler as a theologian.
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In the mind of Eriugena, the pictorial program of the Codex
Aureus would mentally transport Charles above the stars to
partake in a spiritual vision of God and transform the king
into the Christian emperor of the Carolingians.
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